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ABSTRACT

In the last 15 years, Israel has built the largest seawater reverse osmosis
desalination plants in the world. The plants satisfy increased demand from population
and economic growth. Desalination, the removal of salts and other minerals from water
in order to render it useful for drinking, irrigation, or industrial purposes, holds the
promise of a reliable, high quality water source unaffected by changing climate or
shifting geopolitics. Desalination appears to solve one of the world's most intractable
problems: freshwater scarcity. This dissertation will use Israel as a test case to examine
underlying theoretical and empirical challenges associated with implementing
desalination, asking the question, “Does desalination accomplish all that it promises?”
The introductory chapter situates the Israeli case in the larger global trends toward
water augmentation through desalination. Chapter two contextualizes the research in the
existing literature of ecomodernism, wherein technology is marshaled to solve
environmental issues, new “post-political” institutions manage resources, and consensus
can facilitate win-win solutions. The chapter also addresses the contribution of science
and technology studies, political ecology, and political geography, each of which raises
important questions to be addressed by the dissertation.
This dissertation then applies ecomodernism to the case of desalination in Israel,
asking the following questions:
1. How did Israel become ecomodern? What changes in the water sector over the
course of the country’s history brought it to its current status?
2. With the implementation of ecomodern ideals, has Israel accomplished its
environmental goals in the water sector?
3. How did political and institutional shifts enable ecomodern desalination to
flourish in Israel?
To answer these questions, chapter three traces a synthetic history of Israeli water,
examining how a sector driven by socialist and Zionist ideology, transitioned into an
ecomodern one based on the principles of economic efficiency and rational
decisionmaking. Chapter four considers how Israeli environmental non-governmental
organizations came to support desalination on environmental grounds despite evidence
questioning the efficacy of the “substitution effect,” or the ability for desalinated water to
substitute for natural sources. Chapter five points to advent of a new institution, the
Israeli Water Authority, and its approach to ensuring post-political consensus in the
sector. The dissertation concludes with lessons that other nations might consider when
considering a desalination strategy, including environmental and transparency safeguards.
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ושאבתם מים בששון
ממעייני הישועה
שאבתם מים בששון
ממעייני הישועה
מים, מים, מים מים
הוי מים בששון
מים, מים, מים מים
הוי מים בששון
Joyfully shall you draw water
From the fountains of triumph
Joyfully shall you draw water
From the fountains of triumph
Water - water - water - water
Hey, water in joy
Water - water - water - water
Hey, water in joy
(Popular Israeli folk dance)

Chapter 1. Introduction: Desalination: Solution to the World’s Water Woes?
In 2013 Israel commissioned the Sorek Desalination Plant, the largest seawater
reverse osmosis desalination plant in the world, designed to generate 624,000 m³/day of
freshwater to the country. By the following year the plant had won Global Water Awards
Desalination Plant of the Year and its builder, IDE, was noted “With Distinction” for
Desalination Company of the Year. This project grew out of nearly 10 years of
desalination plant construction that turned the Israeli water sector from a drought-prone,
rain-dependent, reactive sector into a sophisticated, forward-planning, and confident
division hoping to share its knowledge with the rest of the world. In a relatively short
time period, Israel shrugged off its reputation for water inefficiency and converted into a
government branch that “worked”. With some likening the development of desalination
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to the “Dawn of Agriculture,” (Siegel 2015) this transition to augment water supplies has
radically changed how Israel relates to its water supplies, no longer considering itself
water scarce. It has returned to a state of water abundance not seen since the early 20th
century (Alatout 2009).
This significant turnaround for a sector previously beset with inefficiencies is worthy
of study. This dissertation will examine how Israeli institutions made the shift toward its
new water management and what types of theoretical approaches underpin the change.
This introductory chapter will: situate Israel’s pursuit of desalination within the global
rise in desalination capacity, introduce the key theoretical paradigm underlying global
enthusiasm for this technology called ecomodernism, and illustrate two examples of
desalination implementation in the US and Spain. The chapter will conclude by outlining
the following chapters and discussing methods and methodological challenges posed
during this research project.

Situating Israel Desalination in Global Trends: Empirical and Theoretical
For Israel, the math appeared simple and catastrophic. In 1999, Israel’s population
was approximately 6.22 million people, while its total utilized water supply was 1.915
million cubic meters (mcm) of water. By 2002, population had jumped to 6.5 million
people and it was projected that population would reach 7.3 million by 2010 (Master Plan
2002). Without significant supplementary supplies, the country would be unable to
supply the required 2.54 mcm by 2010 to support municipal, agricultural and industrial
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demands, and would have to delay storage capacity restoration and water allocations to
nature.
The Israeli Water Sector Master Plan 2050, adopted in 2011, projects that the national
population will grow from 7.6 million people in 2010 to 15.6 million in 2050. Climate
change and economic growth are expected to put additional strain on the water supply.
Since wastewater reuse and efficient agriculture were already implemented nearly
completely, what choice did this geopolitically isolated country have other than deeper
investment in desalination (Master Plan 2050)? This dissertation will take up the
theoretical assumptions made by the Israeli water sector and inquire how the policy space
became one friendly to desalination innovation.
Providing the right quantity of water in the right qualities at the right time has been
one of largest problems facing humanity in the 21th century. Identified by the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals as the pursuit of Clean Water and Sanitation, the UN
seeks to promote clean water so that by 2030 there is universal and equitable access to
clean water around the world. The world is failing to solve this problem that threatens
the lives of millions of people every year. The UN reports that around 2 billion people
live in areas of water scarcity either due to physical shortage or due to the failure of
institutions to supply water through satisfactory infrastructure. This threatens natural
systems, impedes the productive development of economies, and raises security issues.
With such an ominous problem affecting so many people, researchers and policymakers
are looking for the panacea that can solve this problem. For Israel, water scarcity is
perceived to have been solved by desalination.
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Around the globe, a mismatch between water demand and supply has lead leaders
to look toward their coastlines or aquifers for additional resources that can be made
useful. Desalination is the removal of salts and other minerals from water in order to
render it useful for drinking, irrigation, or industrial purposes. Desalination is used to
purify seawater, groundwater, or wastewater and holds the promise of a reliable, high
quality water source unaffected by changing climate or shifting geopolitics. Desalination
appears to solve one of the world's most intractable problems: freshwater scarcity.
Desalination’s global appeal is reflected in its increasing presence in the press
and in the popular imagination (Djuma et al. 2016). More importantly, desalination nano
technology has advanced to facilitate falling costs of plant materials from an average of
$2/m3 in the 1950s to $0.50/m3 today depending on local conditions. This represents a
75% decrease (Glueckstern 1991, Ziolkowska 2015, Ghaffour, Missimer, and Amy
2013). The overall cost of desalination is tied to the price of energy, given that energy
inputs constitute 40% of a desalination plant’s cost on average (Cooley 2006). Therefore,
it is not just the downward pressure on the plant materials that has driven down prices,
but a global drop in electricity prices. Despite this downward price trend, desalinated
water often still costs two or three times as much as conventional sources, either surface
or groundwater.
The majority of the desalination market uses either thermal or membrane
technologies to remove salts or other undesirable minerals from water. Thermal
processes such as Multiple Flash Distillation, Multi-Effect Distillation, and Vapor
Compression Distillation have been practiced on a large scale for over 60 years and are
still dominant in the Persion/Arabian Gulf region. These processes consume more energy
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than membrane technologies per cubic meter of water, but they are simpler to implement
and do not require importing specialized membranes. Besides the higher energy costs,
other operation and maintenance costs are usually lower. This explains why thermal
processes are usually implemented in oil-producing countries (Carter 2015).
Today, much of desalination’s growth is in membrane-based technologies.
Pressurized water is forced through micropores of membranes to separate pure water
from other organic compounds. Membranes must be protected by rigorous pretreatment
of raw water so that they are not fouled by contaminants. This set of technologies
requires less energy than thermal approaches per cubic meter and is therefore more
attractive in energy-scarce regions. But membrane desalination requires more
sophisticated professionalized staff to operate and maintain than thermal plants. New
materials are constantly emerging that incrementally change the desalination landscape.
All of Israel’s large desalination plants use reverse osmosis membrane technology (See
more on desalination technologies in Burn and Gray 2016, Hankins and Singh 2016).
Accordingly, global uptake of desalination has reflected these price trends as
installed capacity continues to rise. Note that global statistics, such as those cited below
indicate installed capacity, but not operational volume. Installed capacity is the
hypothetical maximum amount of water that could be produced by desalination at any
given time, but operational volume indicates how much water is actually generated. The
discrepancy between these numbers would show how much installed capacity sits idle
due to weather, cost, or maintenance. Plants, or sections thereof, can be turned off and on
hour by hour and so these numbers shift significantly over small periods of time. Plants
in Australia, Arizona, and Florida were shuttered at different times because of wet years,
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and financial and operational problems. In Israel, plants may generate more or less water
on a day-to-day basis depending on demand and maintenance needs. Also, as noted in
chapter two, the main database collecting information about global desalination does not
publicize the discrepancy between installed capacity and operational volume, so
researchers find it difficult to determine how much capacity sits idle.

Table 1: Water Price Compared to Global Installed Capacity Over Time. Note that the
table shows a rapid increase in capacity through the 1980s and 1990s and accelerating
through the aughts. (Data from Desaldata.org, Table from Lattemann et al. 2010).

Future projected growth in the desalination market reflects the dominance of the
Persian/Arabian Gulf region.
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Table 2: Distribution of Installed Desalination Capacity. Note that Golf (sic) countries
indicate the countries surrounding the Persian Gulf and units are posted in million cubic
meters (mcm). (Data from Desaldata.org, Table from Lattemann et al. 2010).
The global distribution of desalination map below highlights the unequal uptake
of this technology. Even as the desalination capacity of the US grows relative to the rest
of the world, it is largely desalinating brackish groundwater rather than seawater.
Brackish desalination is less expensive than seawater because of its lower salinity rates.

Figure 1: Global Distribution of Desalination Capacity of Various Technologies. Note
the dominance of the Persian Gulf region and the uneven distribution of seawater versus
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brackish water. Map shows a snapshot of data from 2010. Capacities cited in million
cubic meters (mcm). (Data from Desaldata.org, Table from Lattemann et al. 2010).

Note that as global oil prices fall, some locales take advantage of lower input
costs and invest in desalination. But the inverse is true for market trends in global
capacity. Because a strong plurality of desalination capacity originates in oil-producing
countries, as oil prices fall, those places have fewer reserves to invest in the capital
expenditures needed to expand capacity, depressing global desalination numbers. The
water-energy nexus, in this case, is a counter-intuitive. What I mean by that is energy
resources, as they relate to desalination, must be considered more than just an input to a
desalination system. Energy resources, especially oil, serve as an economic context in
which desalination strategies are pursued, but that strategy can look different in different
places. As long as many of the countries most reliant on desalination produce oil, this
unusual tension will continue, and oil prices will produce simultaneously both downward
and upward pressure on global desalination capacity.
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Table 3: The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and the Rest of the World (ROW) Annual
New Capacity, shown in thousand cubic meters over time. This table shows the inverse
behaviors of GCC and ROW, made clear on years such as 1979-1980 when global oil
prices spiked, again in 1993-1994, and in 2008. When oil prices are relatively low the
ROW growth is clear, see 1998, 2001, and 2004. Data from Gassen 2017.

Israel’s turn to desalination reflected a vanguard of global trends. Indeed, Israel’s
behavior in the water sector, which will be detailed throughout this dissertation, reflects
global movements in theoretical approaches to water management too. Choosing
desalination reveals a philosophical approach to the relationship between people and
nature, understood under the umbrella term: ecomodernism (EM). EM as crystallized by
the Ecomodernist Manifesto (2015), theorizes that humans can separate themselves from
nature, and that separation should be used strategically to protect natural wilderness. EM
calls for the use of technology to intensify the processes in which humans rely on the
environment in some cases, so that people can diminish overall human impact on nature
and make space for wilderness in other places, called re-wilding. According to EM
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theory, achieving environmental goals can be consistent with lifting developing countries
to higher standards of living and eradicating poverty. Desalination is an integral part of
an EM development strategy.
Ecomodernism (addressed more thoroughly in chapter two) harkens to a
modernist trend wherein humans seek to dominate the natural world, but EM modifies
this approach by incorporating new understandings of ecological needs. The theorists of
ecomodernism recognize the dependency that humans have on nature and look for winwin solutions that enrich natural and economic systems. This win-win optimism
pervades policymaking aimed at water efficiency and production. Ecomodernists support
desalination as one way for humans to provide for their water needs.
However, ecomodernism contains within it a contradiction. Since the theory
demands intensifying the use of some areas to protect others, devotees to this theory must
make choices between winners and losers. Desalinated water comes at a high economic
and environmental cost. Despite the dropping prices of desalinated water, it is still 2-3
times the cost of conventional sources, depending on local conditions. And desalinating
water causes a host of environmental hazards. It disrupts marine environments twice
during its lifecycle: at water intake and at the point of disposing its toxic waste byproduct. It burns fossil fuels, contributing to climate change, and its stamps an industrial
footprint on vulnerable coastline landscapes. Ecomodernism demands that the
environmental health of one place (in the case of Israel – terrestrial waters) be prioritized
over another place (offshore marine waters). All types of policy choices divine winners
and losers, but ecomodernism is ostensibly committed to consensus-based strategies.
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Therefore, the key question surrounding an ecomodern approach asks: is such a
circumstance real or too good to be true? Can these optimistic aims be achieved? And if
so, what does it look like? If Israel embodies ecomodern objectives and implements an
ecomodern solution, then it can be used as a test case to determine the real world
applicability of the theory. This dissertation takes up this question.

Comparative Cases: US and Spain
Israel is not the only place outside the Gulf region that has developed a
desalination strategy. Various places within the US have started to use desalinated water
to meet municipal and industrial demands to varying degrees of success. Florida, Texas,
and California account for 68% of the US total (Carter 2013). Until recently, the Tampa
Bay Seawater Desalination Plant had been the largest plant in the US, with the capacity to
provide 25 MGD (or approximately 95,000 m3/day) of drinking water to the region.
Proposals to build that plant were submitted in 1996, but it took over 12 years for the
plant to reliably produce water. As in Israel, a new non-profit utility had been formed,
Tampa Bay Water, in order to facilitate desalination’s entrance. Unfortunately, the plant
experienced a number of embarrassing setbacks. In 2000-2001, three different entities
that had planned to design and construct the plants filed for bankruptcy. The plant faced
lawsuits by concerned environmental groups. After a series of ill-fated corporate
decisions, which included Tampa Bay buying out parts of the project, the plant finally
opened in March 2003 but then closed down for repairs in May 2005. The plant became
useful to the region in 2008 but ran $40 million over budget. The final price of water
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produced by the plant was over three times the originally contracted price, reaching $3.54
per 1,000 gallons (Williams 2012).
More recently, in 2015 the Claude “Bud” Lewis Carlsbad Desalination Plant came
online, in Carlsbad, California overtaking the Tampa plant to become the largest in the
US. Notably, IDE America, a subsidiary of an Israeli desalination company, participated
in building Carlsbad. Carlsbad was proposed in 1993 after southern California suffered
from a five-year drought. But consistent legal challenges pushed the construction out two
decades. In total, the plant was originally slated to cost $270 million but in the end
topped out at $1 billion to build and produces 50 MGD (approximately 190 m3/day)
(Pacific Institute 2006, 2010).

At every juncture, environmental advocates vociferously

challenged the existence of the plant and its specific plans, increasing its construction
costs, and spurring it to become highly sensitive to its ecological footprint. A vocal critic
organization, California Desal Facts, exemplifies this opposition and even though they
were not able to block the Carlsbad plant, continues to oppose desalination in California,
aiming at the Huntington Beach desalination plant, proposed by Poseidon Resource. The
organization sums up much of the environmental critique of desalination globally. They
argue that desalination is not needed and that it is expensive for consumers. They claim
that the plant undermines California’s climate goals, fisheries, and freshwater systems
and that Poseidon has demonstrated that it is a “bad actor”. Some, although not all of
these arguments, are reflected in the mainstream approach to an environmental argument
opposing desalination, discussed at length in chapter four. And some of these arguments
may be attributed to the general American wariness of technologically-driven future (M.
J. Cohen 2006). The plant has received considerable notoriety and famous supporters,
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including former California Senator Barbara Boxer, who advocates for more desalination
in California to satisfy demand.
These US examples serves as an important comparison to Israel because it
highlights the degree to which environmentalists protested desalination in the US, even in
the face of drought (strongly), versus in Israel (tepidly), and how in the US criticism
remains full throated, while in Israel it has nearly fallen away (Tal 2011). The Israeli
popular opinion of desalination is addressed at length in chapter four.
Spain has also mounted a concerted plan to augment water supplies through
desalination too. Starting in the Canary Islands in the 1960s, Spain is now the 4th largest
user of desalination globally. Israeli company IDE provided technology for a vapor
compression plant in 1970 on the Canary Islands (Gómez-Gotor et al. 2018). Like Israel,
Spain attempted to alleviate its southern water shortage through a plan to transfer water
from the relatively humid north to arid south. This hydraulic plan, called the Ebro Water
Transfer, was criticized for its environmental effects on the river, its delta, and along the
pipeline; desalination was offered as a counter-point to alleviate that stress, in a plan
called AGUA (Erik Swyngedouw 2013; Morote, Rico, and Moltó 2017; García-Rubio
and Guardiola 2012; March, Sauri, and Rico-Amoros 2014). March (2015) critically
reviews the Spanish desalination experience concluding that due to its high expense, it
will help provide for wealthy users and make water access more expensive for the most
vulnerable consumers. This dynamic may play out at both the local or country-level
scale, but also at the geopolitical scale where the introduction of desalination
reconfigures geopolitical relationships. I address this topic in the Israeli context in
chapter five.
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Also, Spain implemented desalination at a time in the mid-aughts when financial
speculation over-estimated how much water was necessary. After the financial crisis in
2008, many plants operated significantly below capacity. Swyngedouw (2013) notes that
desalination in Spain represents the ultimate “hydro-scalar fix” because it makes use of
the sea, which is viewed as uncontested, instead of terrestrial waters that are subject to
property rights and regulations. Swyngedouw (2013) also observes that desalination
permits “nothing much to change” meaning that desalination does not challenge old
power hierarchies, making it a more palatable water augmentation strategy, despite its
expense. Feitelson and Jones (2016) agree that extra-large desalination plants worldwide are most often pursued in order to maintain domestic status quo political
arrangements.
The Spanish experience with desalination has catalyzed the development of a
large desalination industry, in which Spanish firms compete globally for business. The
plants have come under significant criticism for their environmental impacts and have
only tepid approval from irrigators (del Moral, Martínez-Fernández, and HernándezMora 2017; Meerganz von Medeazza 2005; Aznar-Sanchez, Belmonte-Urena, and Valera
2017). Industry leaders in Spain articulate desalination's benefits in environmental terms,
similar to those made in Israel. Sommariva, president of the European Desalination
Society, is quoted as saying,
"Many people think desalination has a sort of bad impact on the environment.
This is exactly the contrary. Because for instance one of the reasons for selecting
desalination in Spain and in Australia was the preservation of the some of the existing
natural resources which would have been basically depleted if water transmission [interbasin transfer] was implemented instead" (quoted in MIT 2017).
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This quote mimics the convincing “substitution effect” argument made in Israel,
that desalinated waters could substitute for natural resources, thereby preserving or
“rewilding” those rivers and streams. This idea captivated both the public and the
environmentalist community, leading to widespread support for the technology in Israel,
discussed in chapter four. In Spain, approval for desalination remains cautious.

Chapter Outline
The following chapters examine the Israeli use of desalination through the lens of
ecomodernism and using the analytical tools from cognate fields such as political
ecology, science and technology studies, and political geography (all of which are
discussed in detail in chapter two). Ecomodernism makes grand claims about its
efficacy, and the Israel case can serve as a test to examine ecomodern ideals in real world
application. In chapter two, this dissertation will deliver a literature review of the
relevant theories underlying this analysis. Specifically, the chapter will give a history of
ecomodern ideas culminating in the 2015 Breakthrough Institute publication of the
Ecomodernist Manifesto. This chapter will show that EM drives discourses that
legitimize technological innovation as a solution to environmental problems and pushes
environmental non-governmental organizations to adopt technocratic solutions. Then the
chapter will show how science and technology studies (STS) allows the researcher to
center a technological innovation to determine its impacts. STS gives the researcher the
analytical tools necessary to look for omissions in available data and ask who benefits
from discovered silences. Finally, the chapter will situate the research in both Political
Ecology and Political Geography literatures. These subdisciplines ask broad questions
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about the role of privatization in institutions and the role of politics, which will be
addressed in the following chapters.
Chapter three will invite a synthetic reading of Israeli history in order to answer
the research question: how did Israel became an exemplary ecological modernist state,
epitomized by its water infrastructure? This chapter will chronicle 100 years of water
sector politics, highlighting the moments in which gradual shifting occurred. The path
narrates a transition from a country and a water sector guided by ideological
commitments, dedicated to socialistic agricultural development, transforming over time
to a high-tech “professionalized” sector that elevates efficiency above all. In this context,
desalination emerged as a viable option with popular support.
But the notion that desalination is supported, even by the environmentalist lobby
within a country, isn’t a given. As referenced above, in California and Spain,
desalination has faced significant criticism from environmentally-concerned citizens and
groups. Israel experienced a much smoother introduction of desalination, without
significant popular pushback. Why? Chapter four will tackle this seeming inconsistency,
by analyzing the Israeli approach to the environmental issues associated with desalination
as compared with a normative, global approach. Chapter four will address the question:
What makes Israeli environmental organizations different? What discourses dominate
the Israeli landscape so as to legitimize desalination? On the one hand, Israel, like the
other countries mentioned, has a vibrant and active environmentalist community, in touch
with current scientific trends. On the other hand, environmental issues are weighted
differently so that the “substitution effect,” or the idea that desalinated water can
substitute for “natural” sources so as to preserve them, took hold. Desalination came to
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be understood, even within environmentalist circles, as the answer to rewilding natural
water sources. This chapter will engage these issues and try to determine if the
“substitution effect” is actually occurring in Israel.
The fifth chapter will engage the mechanics of ecologically modern
policymaking. This chapter will investigate how the water sector made the final
institutional steps to enable desalination and its corollary rational professionalism and
efficiency. It will ask: how did post-political discourses take root in the Knesset? And
how did those discourses legitimize a turn toward private investment. This chapter will
discuss the steps that Israel took to convert its water sector into a wholly new institution
driven by efficiency, rather than ideology, but only to inadvertently dive into another
ideological trend – ecological modernism.
The dissertation will conclude by asking where can Israel go from here and what
can other places with a desalination agenda learn from the Israeli experience. This
chapter will evaluate some of the gains and losses sustained by a country that absorbs the
messages of ecological modernism completely and what this means for the future of the
ecomodernism.

Methods
In order to answer the questions above, I have conducted a policy-oriented
qualitative review of the history of desalination globally and in Israel, by analyzing
documents and interviewing key sources in Israel responsible for water policy. For five
years (Feb 2011- June 2015 inclusive), I collected, read, and coded every article
referencing the terms “desalination” and “desalinization” aggregated by google news.
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This allowed me to create a picture of the internet storylines that dominate discourses of
this technology. On this grounding I built the rest of the methods.
Then, I sought to collect the key legislative history of Israel’s pursuit of
desalination. Guided by a publication of Israel’s Congressional Research Service on
desalination, I gathered the key Knesset resolutions and committee reviews of its water
sector, a number of which are discussed at length in the body of the dissertation. These
documents gave me insight into the most important actors present and excluded from
decisionmaking in the water sphere.
After identifying key informants, I visited Israel six times over a two-year period,
totaling nearly 15 weeks in the country, in which I interviewed policymakers, current
heads of the desalination division of the Israeli Water Authority, leaders at the Israeli
Water Association, leaders of the largest and most influential environmental NGOs,
journalists who cover the water sector, scientists who study water, and individuals
working for private corporations operating plants. Some of these subjects took me on
tours of desalination plants, two of which I saw. I was not permitted to take pictures
inside the plants. In total, I interviewed 43 individuals in long form, each interview was
on average 1 hour long, some as long as three hours.
Informants/Interviewees
15 Academics/Scientists
10 Environmental NGO Leaders
6 Environmental NGO Organizers
2 Members of the Israeli Water Authority (Including the Head of Desalination)
1 President of the Israeli Water Association
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1 Former Water Commissioner
2 Desalination Plant Operators
6 Environmental Journalists Who Cover Desalination

Recognizing that my subjects were largely elites, likely preferring open-ended
questions, but nevertheless with time constraints (many of whom still spent more than an
hour with me), I elicited two types of information reflecting two epistemological
approaches. First, I asked how and why did they participate in making desalination a
reality in Israel. This superficial inquiry allowed me to chronicle a timeline, verify my
documented sources, and clarify processes. Then I asked matters of perspective, feeling,
approach to each of my interviewees so that I could ascertain where they stood relative to
the desalination experience at various moments. In nearly all cases, I took notes by hand
to increase the chances of rapport.
This type of interview required extensive background knowledge on the
individual so as to know their reputed perspective ahead of time and their points of
engagement (techniques derived from Denzin and Lincoln 2018). I paid close attention
to the subject as creator of a discourse around desalination, which is today widely lauded
within the country and consciously constructed. Many of my interviewees were and
remain active participants in that construction and I was conscious of each person’s
casting of his or her role. In one notable case, an individual who objected to desalination
in the 1990s by publishing a scathing critical document, explained away his disapproval
recasting it as mere doubt in some of the details, rather than wholesale opposition. In
some cases I attempted a “go-along” (Kusenbach 2003) where I accompanied
interviewees as they moved about their days, creating deeper rapport and comfort.
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One challenge that remained throughout my interview phase was that I was not
able to express that I was interested in scientists as subjects, for their perspectives and
approach even more than the outcomes of their work. This is likely due to a basic
epistemological divide between the positivist scientist and a post-positivist researcher,
such as myself, who views the construction of scientific knowledge as a deeply
contextual event. I was interested in the motivations that drove scientists to take up the
subjects that they did, whereas many scientists with whom I spoke were only interested in
sharing their findings.
Another challenge involves categorizing my interviewees because of the multiple
roles that many of them hold. For example, a prominent Israeli water economist at
Hebrew University is also a chief researcher of a Knesset committee on water
transparency. If I describe him as an academic/scientist, that is a reductionist view of his
participation in the sector. And this was not the only thorny categorization among my
subjects. Many of the government officials maintain academic posts. Many of the
scientists contribute to advocacy on behalf of Mekorot or other government agencies. In
a country as small as Israel, it is hard to determine where exactly an individual primarily
affiliates when roles shift over time and people work on multiple projects at once. It is
possible that because so many people held multiple affiliations, it becomes hard to
separate the independent research from the governmental committee goal. In some cases,
the overlap was explicit and beneficial. For example, the researcher with deep ties to
private desalination investors has access to considerable data. In other cases, the cozy
relationship between researcher and regulator blurs the distinction and makes true
independent scholarship impossible.
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After completing the interview phase of my research, I analyzed the interviews
using selective transcription and coding that revealed the subject’s perspective on the
desalination and sustainability and the long-term prospects for desalination in Israel.
Afterwards I returned to document review of primary and secondary sources filling in
any historical gaps that my interviews revealed.
In sum, this research took a qualitative approach using techniques borrowed from
ethnographic studies, wherein the researcher takes long-form open-ended interviews with
practitioners, allowing subjects to become comfortable expressing their deeply-held
beliefs about the meaning of water to Israel and how desalination fits into the water
picture of the nation. I believe this approach was necessary due to my positionality vis-àvis the individuals that I interviewed.
Rose (1997) articulates a now widely-accepted view in feminist geography that
knowledges are situated, meaning that they are informed by context of the individual and
therefore are not reflective of a kind of “god’s eye trick” or “objective” view of any given
situation. Instead knowledge is limited and partial (Haraway 1988). This does not mean,
however, that informants or researchers are “wrong” or “incorrect,” rather subjects are
contextualized beings, constrained in a circumstantial discursive episteme that limits the
realm of acceptable discourse and thereby lived experience. Once situated knowledges
are acknowledged, brought to the fore and analyzed, it is the responsibility of the
researcher to reflexively analyze his or her own positionality vis-a-vis the subject and
write that analysis “into the research” (Rose 1997). Once acknowledging that
knowledges of subjects are “situated,” researchers must also turn inward so as to apply
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the same standards to themselves as they apply to their informants. But this reflexivity
can take a number of different forms.
The researcher must assume a “double reflexive gaze” that looks inward and
outward to see how “how her research is accepted into the scientific community and then
becomes part of the known” (Rose 1997 quoting Moss 1995). This renders visible the
previously invisible layers of power relations at play in the collection and generation of
knowledge. Complicating the matter of reflexivity, the process of self-discovery needed
to bring forth the self, becomes a process of self-construction. The researcher-self is a
moving and ever-evolving target, constantly adapting to the respondent. This process
reveals that there is no stable “self” to render visible, as there are ever-changing selves,
which are “not fully representable”. The researcher performs the development,
containment, generation, collection, and reproduction of knowledge, changing over time.
As a self-reflexive researcher schooled in feminist methodologies, I take this
analysis of my performed selves, relative to my subjects, very seriously. Indeed, I sit in a
rather uncomfortable ever-evolving insider/outside status as a Jewish American woman
researching water politics in Israel. Moreover, I have been called upon as both
spokesperson and interrogator of Israeli policies, and reject both, therefore I tackle this
relationship head-on.
The insider/outsider dichotomy in research can be understood in a simplistic
frame. Insiders have ample access, but are necessarily biased. They can understand
deeper, nuanced qualitative data, but are “too deep” to ask weighty questions. There
even may be things insiders don’t want to know. But taking a more nuanced
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understanding of “positionality” allows the researcher to be both insider and outsider
simultaneously (Merriam et al. 2001). I detail my experience as hybrid actor.
Israel was familiar to me before I began dissertation research in the country. As
an observant Jewish American with Israeli family members, I visited Israel as a child and
again a number of times as an adult, spending time studying Jewish texts, working on a
kibbutz, and volunteering for an environmental research group, all the while trying to
negotiate my feelings toward the country. As a Dorot Fellow in Israel in 2006-2007, I
dug deep into environmental issues in the country that interested me, from cross-border
air pollution to possibilities for ecologically sensitive water policy. I studied Hebrew as a
child and chose to sharpen my language skills as an adult. To further my understanding
of the country and region, I also studied Arabic on and off for many years, achieving a
moderate Arabic level and visiting the two of Israel’s neighbors with whom it has a peace
agreement - Egypt and Jordan.
In this context, I began my research as both insider and outsider relative to my
Israeli informants. As a Jewish person with moderate Hebrew speaking skills, I was able
to conduct many interviews in Hebrew or bilingually. Many of my interviewees spoke
better English than my Hebrew and therefore extended interviews often veered into
English. But by opening a conversation in Hebrew and identifying myself as a former
kibbutz volunteer or student of Jewish text, I felt a barrier come down, and an ease flow
into a conversation about potentially sensitive material. There can be a brusqueness to
Israeli conversation that I could negotiate with an insider’s ease and comfort. Many older
men (especially) deviated from the topic at hand to inquire about my family, if I was
married, and if my husband was Jewish. They pressed me to have more children. “Only
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one?” I heard often, when I only had one. “Or only two?” after my second child was
born. Conducting research while visibly pregnant meant that I received approving
comments from many informants. (Israel is a very pro-natalist country, especially
regarding Jewish individuals.) This was language I came to expect in Israel even though
it would have been unusual and overly-familiar conversation in the U.S. At these
moments, I was an insider and my positionality as Jewish female dominated.
On the other hand, I was and remain decidedly an outsider. As an American Jew
and not an Israeli, I do not reside every day in a place where some feel under constant
threat of violence. I visited Israel to conduct research, but I always came home to the US.
I never served in the Israeli military – a standard by which many Israelis prove their
insider status – nor have I chosen to or ever plan to take advantage of the preferential
immigration laws that apply to me by making Aliyah, literally going up, meaning making
a permanent home in Israel.
This outsider status sometimes worked to my advantage, as well. Early in my
research, I was told by a prominent Israeli-American geographer that I should choose
another subject to research because Israelis will never help an American conduct research
in Israel. He believed that Israelis will view me as a competitive threat, as there are few
academic positions in Israel, and I would be perceived as vying for one of them. I am
pleased to say that I never experienced any sort of hostility or obfuscation from Israeli
academics. Doors opened for me with little more than a polite request and many
scientists, journalists, and policymakers spent hours discussing desalination with me,
even at the highest levels of water management. But I believe that I received this
welcome because in those moments I was viewed more as outsider than insider, and
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therefore not as a competitive threat for academic jobs. Moreover, as an outsider I
believe that others viewed me as a channel to the American academic community, able to
share the story of Israeli desalination to a broader audience than an Israeli insider might
be able. In that way, being an outsider opened doors for me, rather than closed them.
I was also sensitive to the power dynamics that shaped my interviews with the
elite interviewees. On most occasions, I approached as “supplicant” (DeLyser 2010) in
order to show deference and appreciation and further strengthen a relationship, even
bringing small gifts to individuals’ homes from the US. This often worked well as I
hoped to disarm subjects so that they might answer candidly. On one occasion, however,
I tried to make contact with one researcher who initially granted me a short window for
an interview. When I arrived, he asked me to wait for 15 minutes outside his office.
When the interview commenced and I began asking straightforward questions, he seemed
agitated that I would bother him with information in the public domain. And then as I
asked for his opinion and perspectives, he dismissed me for asking “useless” questions
and I was asked to leave. (For a similar research experience see Desmond 2004). While I
certainly understand the demands of a rigorous job, I had the sense that this individual did
not care for the type of research involved in a social science, critical review.
Researching desalination (as opposed to other topics) in Israel also posed its own
positionality challenges. Water technologies have become more than just domestic tools
in Israel to manage its own water crises. With the advent of the WaTech Conference
(short for Water Technologies) and a dedicated apparatus within the Israeli government
to promote water technologies internally and externally, the government promotes water
conservation methods, wastewater treatment technologies, and desalination innovations
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globally as part of its engagement with friendly nations. India, China, Cypress, Spain,
and the U.S. have benefitted from good relations with Israel in the water sector.
Therefore, desalination as a discourse, to the degree that Israelis are familiar with it, is a
symbol of their exceptionalism, scrappy independence, and promise of a future engaged
with more countries around the world. One Israeli geography student reminded me,
“Desalination is like magic. It can make more than our water problems disappear. It can
fix many more problems for us.” And given the strong and polarizing opinions that Israel
elicits around the world, this connection between desalination and “other problems,” has
also been scrutinized. From ElectronicIntifada.net1 to Aljazeera2 to International Journal
of Socialist Renewal3, many voices link Israeli desalination to a process called
“greenwashing” or hiding Israeli occupation by promoting water technologies. I grappled
with this critique.
After consideration, I do not subscribe to the greenwashing theory of Israeli
engagement, for the simple reason that I believe this represents just one instance of the
very common phenomenon wherein a country promotes its strengths and downplays its
flaws on an international stage. If Israel failed to display its strengths and hide its flaws,
that would be exceptional. But since Israel acts like every other country, promoting the
industries in which it excels, I do not find it remarkable at all, and not worthy of the
incendiary criticism it has sustained.

1

https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/ali-abunimah/new-green-israel-ads-cnn-greenwashsewage-occupation-and-apartheid
2
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2013/06/201362661634861807.html
3
http://links.org.au/node/2956
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However, the sources I cited above raise the question of uneven distribution of
water resources within the territory that Israel controls, including territory under
occupation. This is an important question worthy of research (for example Allan 1996;
Zeitoun 2008; Feitelson and Haddad 2001; Selby 2003), but it isn’t one that I made the
focus of my work. I believe there is compelling research investigating Israel’s domestic
water policy at the institutional level and that is where my questions probe. Perhaps in
future research I will investigate water allocations beyond the Green Line. I hope that my
work demonstrates that there are a broad set of questions relevant to Israeli water that are
often overlooked because of the focus by many on Israel’s relationships with its
neighbors.
I would be mistaken to dismiss the growing Anti-Zionist rhetoric on university
campuses that has risen alongside very disturbing Anti-Semitic episodes as
inconsequential or unrelated to my positionality. Anti-Zionism does not equal AntiSemitism, but they can and do - at times - travel together. And as an American Jew
studying Israel, I am not immune to those incidents. Despite my comfort exposing my
positionality relative to my work, I remain concerned that my research will be dismissed
because of who I am, an American Jew trying to understand Israel through the lens of its
water policy, structure, and history. I am insider, outsider, and another thing – critical
thinking geographer, trained to ask relevant questions and seek answers.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review: The Ecomodernist Manifesto and Ecological
Modernization
In April 2015, 18 environmental thinkers released the Ecomodernist Manifesto
(Breakthrough Institute 2015), a polemical document setting forth their conception of the
ideal human-environment relationship for our current era, the Anthropocene, “the Age of
Humans.” This philosophical proposal advocates for a “conscious decoupling” between
humans and nature. The authors introduce a seeming contradiction that humans should
“shrink their impact on the environment” and yet should not “harmonize with nature.”
The manifesto asserts that since humans have reached peak consumption for many
material items, consumption overall will likely decline before the end of the century.
Therefore, they advocate for humans to intensify the processes in which they rely on the
environment in some cases, such as agriculture and water use, and therefore diminish
overall human impact on nature and make space for wilderness in other places. (They
don’t explain how this will occur.) They posit the idea that people, as a collective, can
achieve these environmental goals while also helping lift developing countries to higher
standards of living and eradicating poverty. All of this can be accomplished within the
confines of a liberal democracy. Although the authors eschew the notion that modernism
is synonymous with capitalism, they do not offer any specifics regarding how a market
can or if it should offer these solutions. Desalination is cited as one of the key
technological solutions that, when adopted, can help to achieve this modern panacea,
because as they state, “[these technologies have a] demonstrated potential to reduce
human demands on the environment, allowing more room for non-human species”
(Breakthrough Institute 2015 18).
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Publication of the manifesto elicited an audible groan from left academic circles,
many of whom quickly penned responses. Kallis writes in “Political Ecology Gone
Wrong” that the Ecomodernist Manifesto contains a contradiction: on the one hand it
derives some of its core beliefs from Latour and Zizek who show how humans and nature
are co-constituted and cannot be extricated. However, the manifesto rests on a core
notion that human existence can be separated from "nature". Even by using the concepts
of “nature,” and “culture,” the ecomodernists hark to an earlier wishful, modernist
understanding of separate spheres of life that never actually existed. On the other hand,
the manifesto’s insistence on uncoupling perpetuates the fallacy that socionatures could
somehow break apart into separate entities. Moreover, Kallis claims the manifesto takes
giant unsubstantiated leaps when it pre-supposes that an intensification of
industrialization in one realm will automatically lead to a re-wilding and conservation
elsewhere (Kallis 2015). (The specifics of this critique will be addressed by discussing
the “substitution effect” in chapter four.)
In another critical article, Latour wonders, while likening ecomodernism to an
electronic cigarette, whether ecomodernism is only a “clever trick,” combining two
popular terms only invoked because of the political work that they do. He questions if
humanity is unified enough to undertake such a project. Maybe if the project of
ecomodernism sounds attractive, people will gather behind it. However, Latour rejects
this global smoothing over and instead retorts, “I don’t see who will get mobilized,
against whom we have to fight,” decrying that ecomodernism assumes that uneven
geographies and local particularities play no role in the relationships between people and
the natural world (Latour 2015).
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This controversial Ecomodernist Manifesto is the newest and clearest (and by
some measures most extreme) articulation of a series of discourses coming from
ecological modernization. The Breakthrough Institute, which published the manifesto,
voices undeniably provocative and contrary opinions in environmental politics, among
them “The Death of Environmentalism” (Shellenberger and Nordhaus 2004). These
thinkers who self-define as environmentalists nonetheless are committed to shaking up
traditional alliances and advocating for unpopular approaches, such as heavier reliance on
nuclear power and intensification of agricultural technologies. The publication of the
manifesto signaled a return of these ideas to the forefront of governance discussions.

Ecological Modernization
Ecological modernization refers to a shift, first described by European
sociologists, in the 1980s in response to dissatisfaction with some parts of the
environmental movement in the 1970s that espoused radical, anti-capitalist, and even
anti-development sentiments (Hajer 1998). At that time, a nascent set of voices began to
articulate a vision of consensus and collaboration among corporate, state, and
environmentally-minded groups. Instead of framing ecological problems as solely the
result of corporate (mis)behavior, people began to see a role for corporations in
ameliorating environmental crises in incremental steps (Buttel 2000). According to EM
scholars such as Mol and Spaargarten (2000), Orsato (2005), and Fisher and Freudenberg
(2001) ecological growth and ecological problems can, in theory, be reconciled and even
work to similar ends. EM rejects the notion that large environmental problems can only
be solved through radical social change and destruction of the currently operating power
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structure. Instead, EM recognizes that “procedural and technical innovation” can lead to
ecological benefit. In fact, some parts of EM see environmental protection as spurring
growth. Gaining steam in the early 1990s, especially after the Rio Conference in 1992,
EM became a more full-throated movement allied with some corporate ventures
committed to ecological protection (Buttel 2000; Mol 2000; Mol and Spaargaren 2000,
2005; Rajkobal 2014).
Central to the ecological modernist project is the role of technology. In earlier,
radical environmental circles, technological advances were generally understood as the
source of ecological degradation. Ecological modernism flips the script on technological
progress by viewing technology as responsible for environmental rehabilitation and
renewal through a process of enhancing eco-efficiencies (Davison 2001). Ecomodernists
view technology as “a neutral instrument of social institutions”. Technology has the
ability to save people from difficult tradeoffs in conservation. And since ecological
modernism is understood to be consistent with the growth paradigm, technological
solutions to ecological problems opened a path for win-win-win approaches to policy that
encourage market-based, highly technological, and ecologically sustainable products and
institutions (Davison 2001). Ecological modernism encompasses the upbeat, optimistic
discourses that are consistent with growth, adopted by the Brundtland Commission when
it defined sustainable development for the modern era as: “Sustainable development
seeks to meet the needs and aspirations of the present without compromising the ability to
meet those of the future”. This foundational document explicitly identifies economic
growth as the engine to protect those in the developing world, rather than understanding
growth as a threat to livelihoods and natural resources that individuals in the developing
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world depend upon. Therefore, the Bruntland Commission explains, “What is required is
a new approach in which all nations aim at a type of development that integrates
production with resource conservation and enhancement, and that links both to the
provision for all of an adequate livelihood base and equitable access to resources. The
concept of sustainable development provides a framework for the integration of
environment policies and development strategies - the term 'development' being used here
in its broadest sense” (World Commission on Environment and Development 1987,
emphasis mine).

Ecological Modernism vs Modernism
Ecological Modernisation can be distinguished from a purely modernist approach
to the environment by the degree to which ecological needs are integrated into
infrastructure planning. Protecting environmental resources is a core goal of ecomodern
pursuits. Modernity, by contrast, signaled a “ruthless break” with the past and with local
environmental conditions in order to lay down rationally organized infrastructure (Harvey
1989). Implementing modernist lifestyles meant controling and harnessing the natural
environment, which oftentimes called for the destruction of previously existing habitats –
human and non-human. Haussman in Paris and Moses in New York employed this
approach through “creative destruction” in order to improve their cities. Modernism
glorified human triumph over natural limits, which with advances in science, became
ever more possible (Harvey 1989).
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In the water sector, modernism’s greatest symbol is the dam (Kaika 2006). Called
“technological shrines,” dams put into material practice the soaring theories of humanity
prevailing in the conflict with nature and the ability to build large dams indicated a shift
toward a “modernizing engineering paradigm” (Kaika 2006). Around the globe, largescale canal systems, inter-basin transfers, deep-well pumping, river modification, and
urban potable water schemes represent this modernist approach to humans rationalizing
and subduing nature especially to enable urban development (Kaika 2005).
Ecomodernists might approve of dams, if they included sophisticated fish passage,
allowances for sediment transport, and incorporation into a larger schema to protect wild
spaces elsewhere.
Ecological modernization departs from purely modernist approaches because it
grapples with the damage earlier projects inflicted. Buttel (2000) explains that
“ecological modernization posits that even though some of the most significant
environmental problems have been caused by modernization and industrialization, their
solutions must necessarily lie in more- rather than less - modernization and
“superindustrialization”” (Buttel 2000, 61). Desalination is understood as the ecological
modernists answer to earlier critiques of modernism. According to ecomodernists,
desalination opens the door for a high-technology solution to water shortages without,
seemingly, suppressing and destroying the natural world. Desalination offers the chance
to redeem modernism with the win-win-win EM solution. In order to make this
argument, however, ecomodernists must overlook the environmental harm that
desalination plants cause, addressed in detail in chapter four.
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Hajer (1998) identified three ideal-type modes of EM: Institutional Learning,
Technocratic Project, and Cultural Politics (Hajer 1998). EM interpreted through the lens
of Institutional Learning has an optimistic flavor. In this ideal-type, EM can be conveyed
through the notion that institutions have evolved to incorporate environmental issues.
Instead of environmental actors, speaking from the outside of the power structures, they
can now work from within to make incremental change through processes such as green
marketing. Solutions from this approach feature integration of nature into
conceptualization of the world. Other tactics include making the ecological world
calculable so as to facilitate rational decisionmaking (see also Scott 1998). In accordance
with this thinking, concepts such as “critical loads” and “optimal exploitation rates”
emerged. The Industrial Learning type of EM forecasts a time that corporate interests
harmonize with environmental necessities.
By contrast, critics of this approach are found in geographic literature where
states are shown to render the environment legible in order to exert control (Scott 1998).
By turning a complex web of riparian relationships into total maximum daily loads
(TMDLs) for example, it allows corporations to aim for a target pollution level, which
may or may not protect in-stream habitats. By essentializing an ecosystem into a
simplified and calculable measurement, environmental protection is better incorporated
into a corporate bottom line. Criticism of the Institutional Learning idea emerges from
the state of global environmental indicators and the overall failure for corporations to
learn fast enough to achieve satisfactory ecological outcomes (Hajer 1998).
The Technocratic line of reasoning is a more cynical interpretation of EM trends.
Instead of institutions evolving to incorporate ecological interests, today’s EM
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institutions reflect a repression of those older radical environmental groups of the 1970s
(Mol and Spaargaren 2000). The technocratic reading of EM trends does not accept that
capitalistic growth can solve the problems that it created, but sees the current EM
condition as structurally problematic. Sciences and social sciences have been
incorporated into a power structure, which has rendered them powerless to fight for
environmental causes. The technocratic interpretation parallels critiques of neoliberalism
in geography (see also Bakker 2005; Harvey 2005; McCarthy and Prudham 2004; Peck
and Tickell 2002).
Finally, the Cultural Politics reading of EM sees environmental crises as a set of
storylines that provide the basis for future action. In Foucaultian fashion, this reading of
EM views society as constructing the discourses that render visible some worldviews and
obscure others. Ecological crises and the science enabling them are social constructs,
embedded in a social, political, and economic reality. Therefore, rather than trying to
“solve” ecological crises, as the first two approaches do, this interpretation of EM uses
deconstruction to further understand how some discourses are naturalized and others
marginalized (Hajer 1997; Hajer 1998; Hajer and Versteeg 2005). This dissertation will
draw on this final interpretation of EM to understand how institutional changes will open
some and foreclose other policy futures to manage water in Israel.
Also EM shaped the international environmental movement significantly. Due to
the pervasive adoption of EM thinking, cultural trappings of corporate life are no longer
anathema to the professionalized environmental non-governmental organization (ENGO)
community. ENGOs often have concrete action plans that focus on marketing and image
building and incremental progress (Mol 2000). Many organizations espouse a general
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belief that “capitalist production, complex technologies, industrialization and state
bureaucracies do not have to be environmentally harmful nor are their suggested
alternatives always environmentally beneficial.” (Mol 2000, 48). Moreover, since the
state may not be the natural ally of environmental groups, as previously, in order to
accomplish environmental goals, ENGOs often play a dynamic role in making alliances,
so that they much constantly build coalitions to achieve environmental gains. This gives
them both power to creatively reconfigure relationships and also contains them so as not
to go too far and alienated a possibly future affiliate. Some researchers attribute these
changes to ENGOs outside the US, arguing that the US has remained stubbornly outside
the EM discourse, due to American’s distaste for technological solutions (M. J. Cohen
2006). This interpretation is borne out in Israel when a leading Israeli ENGO is invited
to participate in a desalination design committee, in effect silencing any criticism that
group might have otherwise voiced about a desalination approach.
All three interpretations of EM co-exist, but researchers must take the dominant
Institutional Learning EM type seriously as influential environmental voices, such as the
Breakthrough Institute, breathe new life into EM policy solutions. This dissertation
evaluates a potent recommendation of the Breakthrough Institute to determine if
desalination can accomplish its EM goals, which are to create win-win arrangements in
which technology can be harnessed to create ecologically-sound outcomes. Chapter three
will address how Israel became an EM state and chapter four will evaluate its ecological
outcomes. Chapter five will assess the impacts of its political consequences.
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Science and Technology Studies
Similar to the aforementioned Cultural Politics reading of EM, science and
technology studies (STS) also sees the academy, scientific knowledge production, and
technological outcomes as embedded in a constructed reality, rather than operating in a
mythical pure knowledge-generating environment. Central to the STS project is
understanding the socially-constructed nature of knowledge, its situated context, and the
constraints under which scientists operate (Haraway 1988).
The technological artefact animates the STS scholar, who takes issue with the
notion that technologies are neutral tools, instead conceives of the artefact as constructed
and containing the circumstances in which it was built. Instead it may be, “the repository
of something else, which they are hiding, reflecting, refracting or disguising. This
‘something else’, in the tradition of the social sciences, is necessarily some social
functions or social factors” (Latour 2000, 109). Artefacts and technologies are deeply
symbolic objects that do more than just refer to something else, this object may even have
the ability to object, that is, to re-shape the circumstances going forward. “...Things are
unfairly accused of being just ‘things’” (Latour 2000, 117). STS takes the cultural
politics reading of EM a step farther. Indeed, science and infrastructure are embedded in
a social reality, but they also have power and even agency as actants to re-shape reality.
STS scholars bring to light the web of interconnected actants that structure of our
political reality (Bijker 2007; Hughes 2004; Whatmore 2002).
For the purposes of this dissertation, it is worthwhile to focus on the tools of
inquiry that germinated in STS. Questions such as how technology should be considered
“autonomous” and whether technology has more control over human life than generally
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accepted (Winner 1977). Recent scholars explore the explicitly political implications of
water science and technologies. Bijker (2007) demonstrates how water projects contain
within and further the political-economic arrangements around which life is organized
and others explore the institutional requirements inherent in managing colossal
infrastructure projects (Carse 2012). STS scholars describe the way that various
infrastructures both reflect and reinforce divisions in a city at a time of conflict (Moss
2009). Closer to the region in question in this dissertation, Alatout (2008, 2009)
excavates the shifting hydro-geologic science of Israel, querying how Israeli scientists
claimed the existence of abundant water resources in the early 20th century and when that
narrative no longer served political purposes, scientists took a more conservative stance
toward the availability of water, espousing a worrying scarcity following Israel’s
independence. The question of future abundance is addressed in chapter five. Taken
together, these STS cases demonstrate a series of questions related to the technopolitics
of infrastructure, whereby artefacts and scientific systems are investigated regarding their
situated natures, their impacts as actants, and the network of social relations surrounding
them that reflect and shape political reality.
Furthermore, STS scholars open the door to inquiries of how environmental
projects become inevitable. Garb (2004) dissects the process of the building of Israel's
Highway Six, which today runs north-south parallel from the far north down to Beer
Sheva. He presents a multi-part formula wherein the highway became an inevitability
and proponents steam-rolled over early environmentally-oriented protest. This pattern
was followed similarly as Israel moved toward building desalination plants. Like the
highway, desalination was described as the only solution to the yawning water gap
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between supply and demand. Discussion of the demand, its growth, the nature of water
use, opportunities for control of demand, were glossed over by a popular slide deck used
by the Head of Desalination of the Israeli Water Authority (Tenne 2009). Also, by
allying water needs with the greater security needs of a fearful nation, it solidified
desalination's importance (E. Feitelson and Tubi 2017). Alternative approaches could
have focused on more rigid rules around conservation or other soft path methods such as
higher pricing, but both were painted as draconian and out of bounds.
Then desalination, like Highway Six, was described as the natural outgrowth of
Zionist ideology, epitomized by Israel’s first Prime Minister, David Ben Gurion's
obsession with water technologies and "making the desert bloom" and the concerted
effort of desalination pioneers throughout Israeli history (described in exactly this fashion
by Siegel 2015). Desalination’s supporters trot out quotes from Ben Gurion, who offered
a modernist, optimistic view of Israel’s ability to provide sufficient water to its growing
population. In 1956, just eight years after the establishment of the State, Ben Gurion
wrapped the notion of water augmentation together with other “visionary”
accomplishments of the young nation.
“The purification of seawater by an inexpensive process is not only vital for Israel
– it is a necessity for the world. Hundreds of millions of the inhabitants of the great
continent on which we live suffer from lack of food, but as of yet only a small part of the
Earth’s surface is tilled…. If Israel succeeds in desalting the water of the sea, it will bring
great benefits to the entire human race, and the task is not beyond the power of Israeli
science…. The irrigation of the desert with purified seawater will appear a dream to
many, but less than any other country should Israel be afraid of dreams which are capable
of transforming the natural order by the power of vision, science, and pioneering
capacity. All that has been accomplished in this country is the result of dreams that have
come true by virtue of vision, science, and pioneering capacity. – David Ben Gurion,
1956, quoted in (Tal 2002).
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Furthermore, desalination in Israel became a foregone conclusion (Garb 2004)
when observers began to questions of "how" to implement the technology around the
corners of the project rather than asking "if" the project should advance. Environmental
advocates conceded that they had been invited into desalination planning committees and
their presence on the committees foreclosed the possibility of asking whether the projects
should advance or not. If they protested, they claimed, they would be replaced by more
palatable green organizations. They decided to "play ball" with the design committee and
argued for tinkering to the master plans that would minimized the effect of desalination
on brine disposal (personal communication 2015). By following these steps, desalination
became the pre-ordained solution to water scarcity.

An STS Observation
Knowledge is not divinely bestowed upon researchers, but rather data is
accumulated by individuals with a particular set of questions, analyzed by people who are
the subject of a variety of forces, and recorded and shared by individuals who have
divergent resources. Given that context, it is important to note that research on the topic
of desalination is beset by some obvious limitations regarding the accessibility of data.
First, the peer reviewed literature on desalination is peppered with researchers
who have direct ties to the private corporations who build plants. Many of them,
especially in Israel, are directly employed by desalination companies or work for
government agencies that maintain contracts with these corporations. This makes sense
because many plant details are guarded industry secrets. Even the details of cost
contracts are considered protectable specifics. (This situation will be discussed at greater
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length in chapter five. In Israel Dr. Yoav Kislev, a researcher at Hebrew University, filed
a freedom of information request to determine how much public money is spent on the
plants when the plants are shuttered due to heavier than expected rainfall.) This heavilycited research from the private sector forms the foundation layer on which many derive
their opinion of the worthiness of a desalination agenda.
Secondly, only one database covers the entirely of global desalination plants, their
histories, capacities, and locations, DesalData, which is an expensive, proprietary
database, limiting its accessibility. I encouraged the library at University of Arizona to
purchase access to DesalData for the benefit of researchers at U of A, but DesalData only
allows subscriptions for four users at a time, a policy inconsistent with UA libraries.
DesalData does offer “student” subscriptions for $2000 per year, a price many find
prohibitive. This concentration of data in a single database that is hidden to many
researchers due to its cost, means that most independent scholars, like me, are beholden
to published studies that analyze DesalData, but do not have access to raw numbers to
generate their own analyses. Additionally, longitudinal studies would require a
subscription over many years. DesalData also publishes expensive reports, analyzing
their data. Nearly all statistics about the global desalination market are derived directly
from this database, or cite researchers who use this database. Researchers without this
type of financial backing are locked out of such a useful dataset.
Using an STS framing, critical scholars must ask, what types of research are
promoted and what types are omitted from a body of scholarship framed by private
industry players who have access to an expensive dataset? Does this set of questions
shape the overall perception of desalination? I argue that it does. Some questions have
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received more attention than others. For example, the desalination literature has yet to
seriously address the problem of shuttered plants. From Australia to Tampa, FL,
countless desalination plants have closed, sometimes temporarily, due to construction
problems, labor disputes, or a miscalculated need for the additional water supplies. And
while this is a well-known fact of the industry, it has yet to receive consistent analytical
attention. While there is no evidence of specific wrongdoing by either private industry
researchers or by the proprietary database, the fact of the industry’s limited information
availability shapes the kinds of questions that are asked about desalination and serve to
limit the research of the independent scholar. If more people understood the many
reasons why a desalination plant shuts down, would they support its construction?
The environmental impact of desalination, by contrast, has received quite a lot of
independent scholarly attention and it is arguably the most researched aspect of the
technology. However, it too, is shaped by these structures limiting data availability. The
independent researcher must openly wonder if studies exist that show detrimental impacts
of desalination on the environment, but private industry researchers choose not to publish
them. A specific case related to this question is addressed further in chapter four and
confirmed by researchers elsewhere (Rajkobal 2014). With so much of the information
generated by individuals with entrenched interests in the success of the industry,
independent researchers must pry open omissions, silences, and unanswered questions,
even if the data to make conclusions is impossible to generate or find.
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Political Ecology
STS is oftentimes mobilized as a central method of analysis under the larger
umbrella of political ecology. Political ecologists investigate the chain of causation
accounting for the reasons for environmental change. Many political ecologists use
concepts from neo-marxian analysis to inspect the degree to which natural resources are
controlled by a capitalist or alternatively a state-centered system (Ekers and Loftus 2013;
Robbins 2004; Peet and Watts 2004). While understanding that ecologies are inherently
political, power relations shape ecological outcomes, and ecological realities shape
governance structures (Swyngedouw 1997).
Considerable scholarship within political ecologies of water investigate
neoliberalism, a dominant trend in the organization of power relations that entrusts
natural resources to market actors (a small sampling includes: Harvey 2005; McCarthy
and Prudham 2004; Budds 2013) but many researchers fall into the trap of considering
neoliberalization as a single process with similar outcomes across space. However,
neoliberalization can be disaggregated into a set of three subcategories: privatization,
commercialization, and commodification (Bakker 2005) and allow for a more defined
articulation of changes in the Israeli water sector.
Privatization, the most apparent aspect of the neoliberalization process, “entails a
change of ownership, or a handover of management, from the public to the private
sector” (Bakker 2005). This usually causes an institutional and legal reconfiguration of
ownership over water and infrastructure. Sometimes privatized systems are heavily
regulated and therefore maintain strong state influence and other times less so, but the
transfer of ownership reveals a clear transition toward neoliberal approaches to water
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delivery (Bakker 2005). While this process seems straightforward, it may be complicated
by public-private partnerships, private companies wholly owned by public entities, or
other hybrid arrangements.
Commercialization, while related, does not map directly to privatization.
Commercialization entails an adoption of a set of practices such as efficiency often
associated with private industry. Commercialized water is often priced at marginal cost
using cost/benefit analyses. Sometimes industries are privatized so that the principles of
commercialization will be subsequently applied and sometimes industries that remain
public are subject to commercialized principles (Bakker 2005). The distinction is
important in the case of Israel’s pursuit of desalination because, as discussed in the
following chapter, one of the foundational laws of the country stipulates that all waters
are publicly-owned, however private investment was wooed in order to implement
desalination. Principles of commercialization were pursued in Israel’s water sector
without selling off the public ownership of water. This distinction in this case will be
discussed in detail in chapter five.
The final aspect of neoliberalization is commodification, which encompasses the
institutional and discursive processes by which a product becomes ready to be exchanged
through a marketplace (Bakker 2005). Commodification of natural resources refers to the
creation of an economic good where there formerly was none. This can take the form of
standardization, harnessing, and controlling the resource, an oftentimes “uncooperative
commodity” and the process is not usually linear or simple. Commodification can be
thwarted by alternative consumption attitudes. Therefore, it is easy to see processes of
incomplete commodification or the goal of commodification held in tension with other
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national goals. This is consistent with the Israeli water case as Israel makes its recent
transitions toward full cost pricing initiatives, while maintaining some of the vestiges of a
water system that was designed to satisfy Zionist national and geopolitical goals. This
will be discussed further in chapter five.
Another stream of political ecology of water research concludes that past largescale water infrastructure projects, such as dams and canals, sometimes result in negative
environmental impacts and inequitable social outcomes (Kaika 2005; Swyngedouw 2004;
Loftus 2006; Birkenholtz 2009). By revealing the political structures underpinning the
advent of water infrastructure, political ecologists discover the unintended social and
political consequences. By understanding infrastructure as historically-contingent,
researchers can reveal that these technologies are both the outcome of political conflict
and the force under which the future is shaped. This avenue of research opens the door
for inquiries into the construction of the understanding of impacts of large scale
desalination on Israeli ecological systems, addressed in chapter four.

Political Geography
One final umbrella theoretical foundation of this dissertation concerns political
geography. Using its broadest interpretation, political geography is concerned with the
manifestation and use of power, and the dynamic change present when power geometries
shift. Political geography has long concerned itself with the workings of statehood, the
prime manifestation of global power, from an external geopolitical perspective and an
internal, domestic one across scales. The study of the reach of the powerful down to the
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individual and the socionatures in which he or she reside allow political geography to
investigate the relationship of state power to market mechanisms and to broader trends
present in ecological modernism.
One aspect of ecological modernism prescribes governance based on consensual
decisionmaking. For EM to take root, broad acceptance of the primary tenants must be
maintained. EM appropriates the ideas Bakker (2005) labels “commercialization” of
natural resources and considers that if those efficiency-based measures are accepted as
inherent, then EM-style governance can emerge. But what constitutes this consensus?
This consensus moment is a condition of post-politics with broad ramifications for the
outcomes related to environmental issues.
As related to climate change sustainability policy, Swyngedouw (2010) explains
how post-politics operates. He sees broad agreement among scientists and experts about
the existence of climatic changes due to anthropogenic behaviors releasing greenhouse
gases, particularly CO2. The specter of climate change, and its disastrous outcomes for
humankind, brings forth an “ecology of fear”, capable of the apocalypse, ending
humanity as we know it. To deal with this uncontestable problem that affects all of
humanity, a technocratic solution must be sought with broad consensus appeal. This leap
toward consensus, in effect, locks the debate about solutions to the current capitalist
mode of production and understands the effects of climate change as an undesirable, but
external outcome of capitalism (rather than a “pathological” or “fatal flaw” of capitalism
itself.) Therefore, this commitment to a broad consensus de-politicized outcome,
promotes institutions to deal with these environmental concerns that can shield
themselves from the more “democratic” and political bodies. He explains in thusly:
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“Consensually established concerns, like climate change, structured around
ecologies of fear and sustained by a universalizing populist discourse express and sustain
the deepening of a post-political condition. The latter is, in turn, institutionalized through
forms of post-democratic governing. Post-politics is marked by the predominance of a
managerial logic in all aspects of life, the reduction of the political to administration
where decision-making is increasingly considered to be a question of expert knowledge
and not of political position. It is accompanied by the diffusion of governance into a host
of non-state or quasi-state institutional forms and actors, and fosters consensual
understandings of political action and the particularization of political demands”
(Swyngedouw 2011).
Under the post-political condition, Swyngedouw is referring to a situation
wherein contestation and struggle are denied access (and those individuals holding
dissenting opinions are shut out) of the levers of power. Moreover, the differing political
voices that constitute a functioning democracy are silenced. In fact, according to Mouffe
(1993), agonism wherein adversaries can confront one another prevents a more
aggressive antagonism between enemies. A “properly political” atmosphere could be
created if there was space made for dissenting opinions, even those who challenged the
very notion of the scientific basis of crisis or the institutional arrangement organized to
ameliorate the problem.
Once the scientific community reaches consensus around a post-political
situation, then there is a translation to the public similar to Gramscian hegemony.
Hegemonic ideals are adopted by individuals through their material behaviors, such as
using water, which reinforces and reifies the actions and institutions that lead to that
behavior (Ekers and Loftus 2008). The public consensus, augmented by scientific and
expert communities, fortifies the power structures that put it into place, in this case the
post-political state apparatus.
The post-political condition, caged inside the capitalist and techno-managerial
mindset, can never take radical steps to save the environment. By fetishizing buy-in, they
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can never challenge the underpinning logic of capital. The argument implies that such a
post-political condition can never truly address a problem that is so pathological to
capital and therefore are left making incremental (at best) baby steps toward fixing the
problem.
In trying to understand the role of post-politics, it is helpful to see how it plays in
out in concrete ways. A recent study framed voluntary corporate environmental
commitments otherwise known as “soft law,” such as corporate social responsibility
initiatives, as the outcome of a consensus-based post-political approaches to
environmental issues (Garsten et al. 2013). In this case they argue that a consensusbased approach silences some voices., “…Post-political forms of regulation and
governance, unequal power relations tend to be ‘invisibilized’ and made irrelevant”
(Garsten et al. 2013).
By framing a situation as “post-political” the author has described the hegemonic
consensus and leveled a critique. Ecomodernism only achieves a win-win solution if
there is seemingly no opposition to any given policy proscription. If individuals or
groups come forward with disputes or challenges to a proposal, then it is by its nature, not
reached by consensus. When Swyngeouw calls out a situation as post-political, he is not
saying that there are in fact no opposers, but rather that some dissenting voices have been
silenced or drowned out by the overwhelming discursive support. And if this is true, that
the opposing voices are crushed, rather than convinced, then consensus appears closer to
totalitarianism. Ecomodernism, with its devotion to consensus and the post-political, is
therefore its own ideological and political commitment, bent on creating at least an
illusion of consensual approval.
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Many parallels and one significant divergence exist between this analysis of the
climate change problem and water governance in Israel. Like climate change, drought
has been a persistent feature of life in Israel. The average Israeli becomes a water subject
by listening to the radio, which regularly reports on the level of water in the Sea of
Galilee, by attending school, which foregrounds the preciousness and scarcity of water,
and by understanding the founding mythologies of the nation, that highlight Israeli
mastery over water scarcity as a crowning achievement of the early Zionist leaders.
Moreover, recent catastrophic droughts made headlines in splashy provocative ads that
were used to encourage conservation – including one featuring the renowned Israeli
supermodel, Bar Rafeli. The drought was internalized by the Israeli public as evidenced
by a dramatic water cutback that the public was able to achieve without mandatory cuts
to municipal resources. Also, experts have linked drought conditions in Israel to global
climate change, so it receives some of the same overtones apparent in Swyngedouw’s
analysis. By universalizing drought and constructing it as an existential threat, Israelis
experience the same fear present in Swyngedouw’s analysis. The historical siege of
Jerusalem lives in the hearts of Israelis who believe that if given the opportunity, Israel’s
neighbors will cut it off from outside help, especially in times of need, such as longlasting drought. Accordingly, Israelis follow the pattern Swyngedouw outlines seeking
consensus approaches to drought, locking them to non-revolutionary approaches. As
explained above, this commitment to consensus approaches is not a deviation from
politics, but is itself another type of political ideology.
One important difference between many thinkers regarding the post-political
condition and this dissertation on water in Israel comes down to a matter of scale. Many
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thinkers on the post-political look to the international scale as ripe for post-politics, even
asserting that in the case of “soft law” regulations, they tend to emerge, “… as functional
equivalents to legislation in transnational affairs where the state cannot rule in a
traditional way…” (Garsten et al. 2013). The same assumption is made regarding the
totalizing, globalizing impact of climate change and its unsuitability for state-level action.
However, in the case of Israel’s water sector, post-politics were able to emerge through
an intentional change made in order to exclude water from the overtly-political Knesset
(Parliament). These institutional shifts shield questions of desalination oversight, budget,
and even cost details from the democratically-elected representatives. Therefore, the
Israel water case shows a clear example of post-politics being adopted at the state scale.
This research shows therefore that the consensus model of governance within the postpolitical condition is such an attractive narrative that there are times that democraticallyelected representatives will write themselves out of the management of natural resources
if the case can be made that their participation has led to its mis-management, as was the
narrative surrounding Israeli use of water during its first 50 years.
Israel reconfigured its institutional management of water toward a more overt
post-political arrangement, but it wasn’t an inevitable transition. In fact, politics was
specifically demonized by the Comptroller (the national auditor) in the 1990 report on
Israeli water resources. In that report, Miriam Porat pointed to infighting between
political parties that lead to stagnation and breakdown of the infrastructure in the country,
eventually leading to widespread over-extraction of the aquifers, pollution, and salinity
(Porat 1990). Since politics, or the airing of contentious viewpoints, was heralded as
responsible for the problem, it only makes sense that in reorganizing the water sector, the
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sector should be shielded from those political bodies, such as Knesset oversight. This
will be discussed in detail in chapter five.
The newly constituted Israel Water Authority is shielded from Knesset politics in
important ways: 1. It seeks to separate itself entirely from the governmental budget. By
raising all its necessary operating funds from ratepayers, it insulates itself from Knesset
budgetary whims that might raid those funds for other projects or fail to inject funds from
the general budget in times of need. 2. The Water Authority contractually engages private
corporations through Water Purchase Agreements that are not subject to public approval
or transparency. This shields the Water Authority from accountability and ensuing
“political” negotiation. 3. The Water Authority maintains the chimera of having
triumphed over water scarcity through targeted lectures, master plans, and media
attention. This drives public credibility to itself and further abstracts the public from
oversight needs. This will be discussed in detail in chapter five.
This act of institutional legitimization can be understood more broadly as an act
of state legitimization too. States of Knowledge asserts generally that, “natural and social
orders [are] being produced together,” and therefore “co-production is shorthand for the
proposition that the ways in which we know and represent the world (both nature and
society) are inseparable from the ways in which we choose to live it” (Jasanoff 2004, 4).
This line of inquiry made more specifically can bridge the gap between STS research
(described above) and political geography. By locating the idiom of “co-production” in
the realm of state legitimation, Jasanoff opens investigations of how “knowledge-making
is incorporated into practices of state-making or… how practices of governance influence
the making and use of knowledge” (Jasanoff 2004, 5). This dialectical relationship
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between knowledge-making (read: technology building) and state-making brings together
STS insights regarding the situated role of science and the active ongoing process of state
formation. This insight is particularly relevant for large infrastructures in the water sector
– dams built as populist demonstrations of monumental power. And it is not a new
approach for state actors to garner support. States use hydraulic projects to maintain
power and legitimacy across the world (Mukerji 2007; Meehan 2013; Akhter 2015;
Alatout 2008). The States of Knowledge idiom of co-production assumes that some
kernel of knowledge emerges as hegemonic or most influential. When scientific
orthodoxies take on a post-political consensus, they are particularly potent to drive statebuilding processes (Swyngedouw 2011, 2013).
The logics of water scarcity have the ability to achieve a post-political consensus
when expert authorities unite behind a particular narrative, such as persistent drought, in
order to marshal resources behind desalination or mobilize political will to reorganize the
water sector governing bodies (Scheba 2014). But what does it mean for an issue to
achieve a post-political consensus? Drawing on the work of Zizek and Mouffe, the
literature on post-political condition identifies moments where dissent is excluded
especially while enacting supposedly democratic political-economic policies. Without
apparent opposition, agreeing experts celebrate the de-politicized moment. “Politics” is
understood as the force that obstructed decisionmaking or progress. Politics becomes
synonymous with the airing of the entire spectrum of ideas and perspectives. A situation
can only be “properly political” when silenced voices regain their legitimate place,
openly challenging and resisting hegemonic structures (Zizek 1999, Mouffe 2005,
Swyngedouw 2011, 2013).
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By applying these theoretical insights to the case of Israel’s turn toward
desalination, researchers ask how knowledge production, especially in the realm of
expertise in the water sector, helped create narratives of legitimation at various stages of
Israel’s statehood. Alatout addresses this directly in his analysis of pre-Independence
versus post-Independence estimates of available water resources in Israel (Alatout 2009,
2008) and will be expanded in chapter five. This dissertation addresses how governance
arrangements co-evolved as the water scarcity narrative dominated the country to enable
a desalination agenda.
In Israel today, desalination is a quintessential example of experts hailing the
success of consensus water policymaking, and decrying “politics of the past” that
deadlocked the water sector in previous eras. This dissertation will examine the
institutional steps taken to eschew politics and unite expert and popular opinion around
desalination.
This dissertation will incorporate these recent theoretical interventions,
interrogate the powers exerted by desalination plants now that they dot the Israeli coastal
landscape. Additionally, it will investigate the path dependencies, the institutional
arrangements needed to sustain desalination into the future, and the discourses that
emerge from a state intent on viewing desalination as a force for peace and prosperity.
This dissertation will take up the insights presented from scholarship of ecological
modernism, science and technology studies, and political geography to investigate how
Israeli water sector became enrolled in the EM trend. Then this project interrogates Israeli
desalination as a test case of EM in its ability to achieve ecologically-sound outcomes
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and consolidate state power. Israel can serve as a fruitful case study because it
exemplifies many of the conditions that the ecomoderns consider optimal.
The next chapter will trace the history of Israeli water infrastructures and
institutions, showing how it evolved into a country ripe for EM innovations such as largescale desalination.
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Chapter 3: Israel: An Ecomodernist Dream
British Mandatory Palestine 1929-1948
Israel is a model environment to test ecological modernization theories, but the
country did not always subscribe to all parts of the ecomodernist project. The history of
Israel’s water infrastructure (both physical and legal/institutional) begins before the State
of Israel existed in its current form and organization. In the period of the British Mandate
in Palestine, 1929-1948, early Zionist settlers began to plan for Israel’s eventual water
infrastructure need following high modernist trends that originated in the arid American
west. The US, by trying to stimulate the growth and settlement of the west, devoted
considerable attention to water infrastructure projects such as the dam system on the
Colorado River and the ensuing canal network transferring water across hundreds of
miles outside its originating basin. These large-scale interbasin transfers were made
economically palatable by infusions of capital from the federal government and new
accounting principles to justify the expenses (see Reisner 1993; Worster 1985). The
early Zionist settlers were ideologically motivated to settle the land and also believed in
the central role of large scale technological solutions for agriculture. The connection
between the two places runs even deeper - some of the most important hydraulic
engineers in the American west traveled to Israel to help them devise a similar system.
Infrastructure building on this scale is a decidedly modernist project; concern for the
environment was limited and it did not take the contours of the current brand of
ecomodernist theory.
In Israel, the ideological motivation was even more potent than in the American
instance. In order to facilitate the founding of a state, Zionist leaders began to assemble
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the necessary expertise to accomplish its hydraulic needs. Chaim Weizman, a chemistry
professor, leader of the Zionist Organization during two terms, and the future first
president (ceremonial) of the Israel, actively assembled these scientists. Weizman knew
that the land needed significant rejuvenation to make it hospitable to the world’s Jewish
population. The territory of Mandatory Palestine displayed wide climatic variability from
the north to south. The north of Israel is relatively humid, while the southern half of the
country is semi-arid to arid. Also, many of the initial visitors of the land early in the
Mandatory period observed degradation from many years of neglect. Absentee landlords
failed to maintain ancient terracing and other agricultural and water infrastructure (Tal
2007). Many of the Arab residents of the area lived on land they did not own.
Zionist ideology informed the manner in which the Zionist Organization planned
for water plumbing for the early Yishuv or settlement. As Rouyer (1996) explains, water
was not viewed primarily as an economic commodity; rather it was “a precondition for
achieving political goals and, for some, fulfilling religious prophesy.” Central to the
Zionist project was the “redemption” of the Jewish people through a commitment to
agriculture. Early settlers professed a kind of romantic ruralism (De-Shalit 1995). But
water proved to be the most salient limiting factor on this goal and therefore it achieved a
central role among planners for the future State. There were three components of Zionist
ideology relative to water planning, “historical imperative, modern socialist ideology, and
traditional Judaic concepts,” which converged on the notion that strong central authority
should own and dictate the flows of any water system (Rouyer 1996).
Key to the telling of Israel’s water structures is the early functioning of the Jewish
National Fund (Keren Kayemet L’Yisrael). This organization, founded in 1901 by the
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Fifth Zionist Congress, was empowered to purchase land in Palestine in the name of
“heritage landownership” meaning that it would only be leased to Jewish residents and
could not be resold. The JNF facilitated the land purchases required to build large scale
water infrastructure (“Jewish National Fund”).
As the early, unsophisticated Yishuv (early Jewish settlers) made way for the
influx of Jewish residents to the state, by the 1930s, the water institutions of early Zionist
settlers had grown quite advanced. In 1937, Mekorot, the national water utility was
established to provide the country with safe drinking and irrigation resources. The
company began plans to build the national water carrier, a project that could not begin
until after the country declared independence in 1948 (Sitton 2000).
In particular, two important American scientists transmitted the modernist
American water model to Israel. The first and most important soil scientist justifying the
need for wide scale water infrastructure projects was Walter C. Lowdermilk. Motivated
by the desire to help countries feed themselves better through soil conservation,
Lowdermilk worked on global land reclamation throughout his life. However, in
Mandatory Palestine, he approached his work with particular fervor. As a religious
Christian, he took the language of the Bible literally, aiming to restore Palestine to its
early verdant beginnings. In his book Palestine: Land of Promise he argued that, if
managed properly, Palestine could support a larger population with its abundant natural
resources including water (Lowdermilk 1968; Miller 2003). He advocated Israel adopt a
Jordan Valley Authority for the Jordan River basin modeled on the Tennessee Valley
Authority. While Lowdermilk's plans were not adopted in entirety, his book was widely
accepted as a blueprint for early hydraulic planning in the country (Miller 2003).
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Lowdermilk was joined by another famous American engineer, Elwood Mead, for
whom Lake Mead behind the Hoover Dam is named. Mead, head of the Bureau of
Reclamation from 1924-1936, consulted for projects outside the U.S. later in his life.
Recruited by Chaim Weizman to come and observe Jewish water development in
Palestine, Mead pushed Zionist leaders to take a more “business-like approach” to
settlement, which included, “clear delineation of organizational goals, adequate
capitalization of projects, strictly ordered budgets, contractual agreements, and competent
business management…” (Rook 2000). Mead's endorsement of Zionist water
management gave them credibility in the international negotiations over a future Jewish
state. Despite some ideological inconsistencies between Weizman and Mead on the
question of the role of communal land settlements (kibbutzim), Mead maintained an
"overall optimistic assessment and praise for Zionist efforts in Palestine..." (Rook 2000).
Hydrological science was also enrolled in the pre-state preparation for water
infrastructure. British mandatory authorities sought confirmation that adequate water
supplies existed to ensure the land’s absorptive capacity for Jewish immigrants. This had
the effect of removing the discussion of how many people could come to Mandatory
Palestine from democratically elected representatives, and putting it in the hands of
scientists, thereby de-policizing an inherently controversial issue. Therefore, in the era
prior to 1949, Israeli geohydrologists determined that ample water quantities could
support generous population growth (Alatout 2009).
In this pre-state period, the Israeli leadership looked to the U.S. arid west water
management as a paragon of "making the desert bloom" and sought advice from those
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experts who could enable a replica of that system in Israel. Israel then turned those plans
into reality.

Figure 2: Israel Irrigation Master Plan, 1940. Note that even before the country declared
independence, it planned to transfer water from the relatively verdant north to arid south.
From Picard 1940. (in Alatout 2009).
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Expanding Resources: The National Water Carrier: 1948-1967:
Immediately following the war of independence in 1948-1949, Israel's leadership
began focusing on expanding water resources through infrastructure to deal with the
influx of one million new immigrants who arrived over the course of three years. Due to
planning in the years prior to 1949, the nascent nation began with a functioning national
water company, Mekorot, enacted the foundational Water Law, and therefore was able to
complete the crowning achievement of Israel's water engineering - Hamozil Haaretzi, the
National Water Carrier, with remarkable speed. This period was marked by a large
expansion and an increasingly urbanized population, but the ideological commitment to
agriculture remained and water expansion served to increase allocations for agricultural
by pursuing a policy of food self-sufficiency. Following 1949 and a huge influx of
Jewish refugees into the country, the rhetoric of hydrologists shifted from a narrative of
abundance to one of scarcity (a discourse that continued until recently) that justified
considerable outlay of capital to build water infrastructure (Alatout 2008). Today’s era of
desalination has led to another period of abundance (personal communication Israel
Water Authority 2014).
With this evolving understanding of water scarcity, the plans for the National
Water Carrier took on particular urgency. By 1953, Israel was prepared to begin
diverting waters from the Sea of Galilee to start widespread irrigated agriculture and
bring water to the urbanizing Dan Region (Tel Aviv Metro) and eventually bring water
down to the Negev. However, Israel's neighbors to the north and east, Syria and Jordan,
claimed that this diversion violated their rights as riparians to the Jordan River and
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Galilee. In 1955, at an impasse, and with the threat of escalated violence running high,
the U.S. sent Ambassador Eric Johnston to the region to negotiate an agreement between
the countries. The ensuing "Johnston Plan" allocated 36% of the recoverable waters of
the Jordan basin to Israel, 52% to Jordan, 9% to Syria and 3% to Lebanon (Smith 1966).
Although never ratified by Israel or the Arab League, all parties have operated under its
allocation until an official reallocation was made as part of Israel’s peace treaty with
Jordan. Notably, since what is today known as the West Bank was at the time part of
Jordan, it never received any allocation under the Johnston Plan.
This agreement made way for Israel to move forward on the most significant
piece of water infrastructure to date: the National Water Carrier. The diversion attempted
to remedy water variability in Israel, bringing northern waters southward, eventually
irrigating agriculture in the Negev desert. The original plans for the diversion from the
Galilee was to transport freshwater at the rate of 180 mcm per year but this was to be
raised to 320 mcm by 1968 or 70. It was a technically impressive and costly effort
(Smith 1966). The success of the National Water Carrier solidified a modernist narrative
in the minds of many, perhaps most, residents in Israel. It claimed a triumph of man over
nature and science over climate and allowed for populations to settle outside the humid
north.
Mekorot’s largest project aimed to provide water to the Negev desert. Plans were
presented to accomplish this as early as 1939, but real construction didn’t begin until
after Israel’s independence. The pipeline's high costs stemmed from special equipment
and special security circumstances. The project was built with 66 inch diameter pipe, the
largest of its kind in the world at the time, and the pumping stations were built
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underground in order to be hidden from view for security reasons (Tal 2002). The chief
engineer of the project, Simcha Blass, was adamant that it run on diesel engines so as to
protect the Carrier from any sabotage of the Israel's electric power stations.
Even after the completion of the pipeline, engineers of the Carrier faced two main
problems in the construction. First the water's source, primarily the Sea of Galilee, is
located at -210m in the rift valley and therefore must be lifted in order to reach its desired
location. The Carrier was built with a series of continuously operating pumps making
water permanently expensive beyond the initial investment, which was already
considerable for a new country (Amiran 1978). The second problem was related to
quality from natural and unnatural contaminants. The Sea of Galilee is fed by more than
just the Upper Jordan; a number of sub-lacustrine saline springs also feed the lake. In
particularly dry periods, such as 1960-1962, the salinity rose over 135% of its normal
levels to 413 mg/l. To deal with this problem, Israel constructed a "saline water canal"
that diverts these springs to the Lower Jordan River, avoiding the Galilee. This managed
the natural saline variability in the carrier, but permanently changed the quality of the
water ultimately draining into the Lower Jordan and the Dead Sea. The quality of the
water flowing through the Carrier is also impacted by the agriculturally-intensive land
surrounding the Jordan basin. The water suffers from a high nutrient load stemming from
agricultural inputs and pesticides. Careful planning for the basin remains a challenge for
Israel in caring for the quality of water flowing through the National Water Carrier (Tal
2002).
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Figure 3: Simplified Current Map of Israel National Water Carrier. From Feitelson 2013.
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Figure 4: Early Schematic of the National Water Carrier. Note the left to right
orientation, meaning that water starts at low elevation in the Kinneret (Sea of Galilee)
and must be pumped up to the Eshkol Reservoir (Damelin and Shamir 1976).
Construction of the National Water Carrier was the most important water project
in Israel during this era, but in this period the country also laid down its central Water
Law, which has important implications for future water management. Israel's legal code
borrowed heavily from authorities who occupied the territory, namely the Ottomans and
then the British, and water law can be traced back to the mejelle or Civil Code of the
Ottoman Empire enacted in 1858, which declared that water was a "free good, jointly
owned by the public" (Laster and Livney 2010). Consistent with the ideology of the
ruling Labor party, the Water Drilling Control Law of 1959 declares, "Every person has a
right to water, so long as this does not harm the quality or quantity of the water source...."
(quoted in Laster and Livney 2010). Rejecting a riparian approach to water allocation,
the water law states, “A person’s right in any land does not confer on him any right over
a water source that is situated in that land, or that passes through it or in its borders..” and
much like prior appropriation designating beneficial uses, Israel lists “purposes” that
water may be allocated towards as “1) Domestic needs; 2) Agriculture; 3) Industry; 4)
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Labor, trade and services; 5) Public services;”. It wasn’t until 2004, that this list was
amended to include nature as a legitimate purpose, “Protection and restoration of nature
and landscape values, including springs, rivers and wetlands.” In 1955, Israel passed the
Water Measurement Law and the Water Drillings Control Law, stipulating that all paidfor water be measured to every consumer and that each user would need to procure a
permit to drill a well. Landownership does not entail the right to drill. The suite of water
laws produced in the 1950s effectively claimed all water sources as the property of the
citizenry and mandated a permit process for any water abstraction. At this time when
Israel was in so much disagreement about its national character that was unable to draw
up a Constitution (Israel still operates with only Basic Laws, no Constitution), the
fundamental water law solidified the national purposes of its waters, casting water as a
publicly owned, quantifiable, and precious good.
Initially, nearly all decisionmaking authority rested in the hands of the Minister of
Agriculture (Laster and Livney 2010). It is no surprise that this system aimed to serve
the agricultural sector, which at its high in 1965 consumed 81% of water in the country
(Amiran 1978). Ever since that time, agriculture's share of the country's water has
decreased - by 1975 it had fallen to 75.6% (Amiran 1978). By 1986, agriculture's share
of the national water resources fell to 56% (Laster and Livney 2010). In recent times,
agriculture’s allocation has dropped even further. A more detailed analysis of the
institutional development of the water sector will be addressed in chapter five.
In this second stage of the development of Israel's water infrastructure, some
engineers and planners began to think about questions of wastewater treatment and
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desalination to further augment supply, but neither of those issues would come to the
forefront of Israel's planning until future periods.

1967-1977: Israel’s Expanding Resources
The 1967 war brought more than an expanded territory to Israel. The lands that
fell under Israel's control following the Six Day War contained a number of important
water resources. In the Golan, Israel captured the headwaters to the Upper Jordan, an
important strategic location. In the West Bank, Israel gained control over the plentiful
Mountain aquifer. Scholars debate whether Israel intended to capture these resources in
the war (see Gvirtzman 2012; and Zeitoun 2008 as opposing sides of this debate), and
there is limited evidence that the water patterns changed significantly thereafter
(Feitelson 2013).
By capturing the Golan Heights and the West Bank, Israel was no longer a lesser
riparian to the Jordan River system, but rather controlled the entire Galilee system,
cutting Jordan off from the lake, and controlling some of the headwaters of the Jordan
River. These advantages broadened Israel's water profile considerably. Israelis debated
about the purpose of these new lands, but until today have not agreed on a land-for-peace
swap with either Syria or the Palestinians and therefore Israel maintains authority over
those territories.
Immediately following the war, the Allon Plan outlined a way to secure the
country's territory. While never formally adopted by Israel, settlement after the war
broadly followed its prescriptions. The plan called for Israelis to settle the strip of land
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along the arid zones in western flank of the Lower Jordan River up to the mountain ridge
of the Judean and Samarian mountain chains. Allon (1976) explained that this settlement
was necessary to retain "defensive strength" against its Arab enemies. He explained that
this would leave the vast majority of land populated by Arabs, to Arab rule, and allow
Israel more secure borders. He supposed the West Bank would be ruled by Jordan, but
soon after the 1967 war, the government of Jordan expressed its desire to retain borders
up to the eastern shore of the Jordan River and no farther.
The Allon Plan and its prescribed Israeli settlement in the Jordan River valley
became the source of contention lasting until the present date. When Israel signed the
Oslo Accords with the Palestinian Authority in 1993, both parties agreed to adjudicate
water issues through the Joint Water Committee, a body that was the longest remnant of
the Agreement still in effect, up until just a few years ago. At the present time, it too has
failed to function. Palestinians claim sovereignty over the water resources of the
Mountain aquifer, but argue that Israel prevents them building the necessary
infrastructure to make full use of it. Israel asserts that as the defacto ruler in the West
Bank until a peace agreement can be forged, the aquifer remains subject to Israeli control.
Moreover, as the downstream beneficiary of Mountain Aquifer streams, Israel would like
to see more of it flow unpolluted. (For a more robust discussion of this topic see Lowi
1993; Rouyer 2000; Sherman 1999; Wolf 1995.)
Despite the political contention that began in 1967 and continues to date, Israel
continued to augment its water supply by the construction of the Shafdan wastewater
plant, completed in 1969. By the early 70s, it was clear that Israel could not continue
providing first order drinking water for irrigators at the levels started in the early 1960s.
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The country reoriented to a two-pipeline approach, separating fresh drinking water from
tertiary treated wastewater available to irrigators. The Shafan plant, funded by the World
Bank and located in the dense Tel Aviv metropolitan area, today treats 130 mcm of
wastewater annually, amounting to 75% of total treated raw sewage (“Wastewater
Treatment and Effluent Reuse”). Since the opening of the Shafdan plan, similar
wastewater treatment operations have opened in Jerusalem, Haifa, Netanya and Beer
Sheva. In the early years of wastewater reuse, Israel faced the potentially lethal problem
of pathogens and bacteria in the reused waters. In the 50s, Israel set some of the first
water reuse standards in the world, even though oftentimes they were ignored. In 1970, a
cholera outbreak in Jerusalem was traced directly to the use of raw sewage as irrigation
water. The health risks fell disproportionately on the Arab residents of Israel, the West
Bank and Gaza, who often has substandard infrastructure. It took the country 11 years to
pass legally binding standards for sewage treatment prior to wastewater irrigation (Tal
2002).
This period also saw the burgeoning voice of environmentalists in the water
sector, working to protect streams and rivers that were not yet polluted. The Society for
the Protection of Nature in Israel (SPNI), Israel’s first environmental organization, began
in the 1940s as a group devoted to protecting the Huleh valley from the drainage plan. In
the 1950's SPNI was deemed a radical group and the valley was drained to make way for
agricultural lands and rid the region of devastating malaria. However, in the 1970s, SPNI
shifted tactics to participate in the political process instead of only protesting and
achieved some important successes. They rallied and wrote to the Knesset to protest the
location of a power plant on the site of a relatively undisturbed stream. When the
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national planning authority changed course and moved the location, the organization was
emboldened to become the national watchdogs on environmental issues. SPNI along
with many other environmental organizations remain an important force in the story of
Israel's water choices. In chapter four, I will give a detailed examination of
environmental groups’ participation in the water sector relative to desalination. In this
period Israeli environmental actors followed a transition occurring in other parts of the
world; as ecological modernization took hold, environmental organizations began to see
themselves as part of the governance institution, instead of protesting from outside.

1977-1994: Wastewater Treatment and Ecological Awareness
The election of 1977 is generally referred to in Israeli history as “the upheaval”
because Mapai (precursor to the Labor party) lost control over the Knesset for the first
time. Sherman (1982) traces the relationship between the downfall of the Mapai party
with the agricultural settlement movement, but a similar tracing can be understood
between Mapai’s loss and a contraction in funding for large scale water infrastructure
projects. Both agricultural settlement and water projects held symbolic and practical
appeal to Mapai for the realization of Zionist return to their homeland. According to
Sherman (1982), the territory gained during the 1967 war brought wealth and security to
the agricultural settlements and therefore made the “self-denying” kibbutz lifestyle less
appealing. Also, the media began to portray instances of individuals getting rich quickly
using less communal agricultural methods. Furthermore, the newly elected Likud
leadership implemented a series of economic reforms aimed at weakening the
communally organized agricultural sector and redirecting funds to settlement within the
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West Bank with direct implications for water infrastructure. The antipathy between
communal agriculture and Likud meant that no new major water infrastructure projects
were initiated directly following the 1977 “upheaval”. The Water Project Design
Committee, which actively planned for new endeavors throughout the 1960s and 1970s,
never met during the 1980s (Ben-Zvi et al. 1998).
The new Likud leaders also believed strongly in the efficiency capacities of a
capitalistic system. While they were not so bold as to dismantle the centralized
infrastructural achievements of the governments before them, nor implement drastic
changes to the legal system governing water, Likud leaders saw municipal authorities as
appropriate seats of power to deal with many issues, including water. During this period,
many municipalities chose the simplest and least environmentally conscious option for
wastewater treatment, ie. collection, removal, and disposal into the environment
(Hophmayer-Tokich and Kliot 2008). Other cities minimally treated their water in ponds.
Both the reallocation of water funds away from communal agriculture and the
belief in decentralization led to aging water infrastructure (Kartin 2001). Amplified by
significant drought, the institutions responsible for the water sector cracked under the
strain. Up to this time, the Water Commission, a body within the Ministry of
Agriculture, was solely responsible for routine management of water affairs including
permits for water withdrawals, and allocations for water use. The Commissioner was
required to consult with the Minister of Agriculture before making serious changes. The
Ministry of Finance also exerted significant power over financial allocations to upgrade
the water sector. Due to this confluence, low water prices remained in place to placate
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agriculture and fewer investments in upgrading the water system and seeking new
sources were made to appease Finance.

Figure 5: Israeli Institutional Water Sector until 1996. Note that the water commission
sits below the Ministry of Agriculture. From Ben-Zvi 1998.
The Water Commission failed to restructure following a series of droughts in the
mid-1980s that required significant cuts to the agricultural allocation. The subsequent
restructuring took place a decade later and is detailed in chapter five.
In 1990, in the midst of the aforementioned drought and governing crisis, the
State Comptroller, Miriam Porat, released a scathing review of Israel’s water
management. The Comptroller’s office was established by one of Israel’s basic laws to
audit the government and inspect legality and efficiency of the government’s decisions.
The Comptroller reports to the Knesset, not to the Cabinet (coalition in power). That
report took aim at “unsustainable” groundwater use, saying that over pumping had led to
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both unacceptably low water levels and deplorable salinization conditions from seawater
intrusion into the coastal aquifer. Porat deemed the coastal aquifer to be at a “deficit”
and the mountain aquifer as containing “zero functional reserve”. She emphasized that
this dire situation was not due to the immediate drought, but decades of mismanagement
(Porat 1990). The Water Commissioner was eventually dismissed because of the fallout
from this report.
The crises of drought, managerial infighting, and the disastrous condition of water
resources revealed in the Comptroller’s report, gave way to a period of important changes
to Israel’s water infrastructure. Prior to this era, wastewater treatment had been relegated
to local control without adequate national financial support. However, this perfect storm
of events made possible the “wastewater treatment revolution” in the early 1990s
(Hophmayer-Tokich and Kliot 2008). By the early 1990s, public support rallied around
the cost-effective augmentation of the water supply from improved wastewater treatment.
In 1992, the newly formed Ministry of the Environment passed wastewater reuse laws,
requiring every village with over 10,000 residents to maintain effluent quality
(Hophmayer-Tokich and Kliot 2008). This law was enforced through the threat of
indictment of mayors and national funding increased dramatically over time to sustain the
effort. This carrot and stick approach led many local governments to team up together to
form larger regional wastewater treatment arrangements. Due to striking changes during
this period, Israel is today one of the world leaders in wastewater treatment and reuse;
nearly 80% of wastewater (Arlosoroff 2007). Today, Israel has a goal of reusing 90% of
its wastewater (personal communication, Water Authority 2012).
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Oslo 94-present: Reorganization and Desalination
In the midst of the wastewater revolution referenced above, another more public
revolution was occurring in Israel – the Middle East peace process. In 1993, Yasir Arafat
and Yitchak Rabin signed the Oslo Accords that spelled out steps toward peace between
Israelis and Palestinians. Since 1993, West Bank settlement of Israelis had grown to
accommodate the growing population, and along with the growth, infrastructure tapping
the Mountain aquifer to satisfy the new residents. The Joint Water Commission,
developed as part of the Oslo process, had been the last quasi-functioning remnant of
Oslo, but in the last few years has not met.
Despite the eventual failure of Oslo, Israel was able to parlay the process into a
peace agreement with its neighbor, Jordan, in 1994. In that agreement water resource
management holds a central position. The treaty spells out the commitment of both
parties to actively seek and develop increased supplies wherever possible. That statement
foreshadowed the water orientation in Israel from the time of the treaty until the present
day. Despite the decrease in funding relative to water infrastructure in the 1970s and
1980s, increasing water supplies is again at the forefront of Israel’s water policy.
Desalination of both seawater and brackish groundwater command significant attention in
the country.
The treaty between Israel and Jordan signed in 1994 addressed issues of
recognition, borders, security, diplomatic relations, and water (the longest single section
of the treaty). Despite Jordan’s adherence to the allocation of the Johnston Agreement 49
years earlier, it had never formally accepted Israel’s use of Galilee water. The peace
treaty solidified Israel’s use, making Israel the sole riparian to the Galilee. Although
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Jordan released its former claim to rights to the Sea of Galilee, the peace treaty with
Israel enables Jordan to use the waterbody as a storage reservoir for its waters that flow
through Yarmouk River. Jordan then retrieves its reserves stored in the Sea in the dry
summer months when they are needed most.
Both Israel and Jordan made a commitment to develop new water resources and
both countries began a concerted effort toward developing desalination capacities. The
specifics of the growth of desalination will be discussed in detail in chapter five but the
history of Israel’s water infrastructure shows a commitment to modernist approaches,
exemplified by building the National Water Carrier and allocating water based on
ideological rather than economic considerations. Ever since the Zionist Congress
promoted Jewish settlement in Mandatory Palestine, there has been an ideological
commitment to science defeating the perceived natural limits of the land. This technooptimism, which has remained and has been reignited by the growth of desalination
plants in the country, encourages managerial control of water resources as the only way
to preserve life in the small country (Tal 2008). With a country that is classified 60%
arid or hyper-arid, the narrative of “making the desert bloom” has animated Israel water
policy since its first days. Spurred by the visions of the first Prime Minister, David Ben
Gurion, the Israeli water ethos supports strong central control over water resources and
the redirecting of water, away from natural sources and towards population centers and
arable land. But the history recounted above also tells a story of a budding ecologicallyminded sector, whereby crisis moments chip away at the traditional water sector power
structure. In fact, a new structure was implemented in 1996-2002 to make way for new
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forms of ecological protection and upgraded private investment. These changes heralded
in a period of ecological modernization.

Desalination: Ecomodern Goal?
As mentioned above, the ecomodernist paradigm looks to intensification of
agriculture, renewable energy, and technomanagerial institutions to ultimately protect the
environment and develop places around the globe. Desalination is also frequently cited
as a technological answer consistent with ecomodernism as a solution to the crisis of
drought. However, desalination is not a footprint-neutral technology. It is a
fundamentally extractive process in that it extracts water from the sea and also creates a
brine waste by-product. An exploration of desalination technologies below and in
chapter four explains this contradiction.
The concept of removing salts from seawater is an old one. There are references
in the Biblical Book of Job to “He maketh small the drops of water : they pour down rain
according to the vapor thereof : which the clouds do drop and distil upon man
abundantly," and from Artistotle, "Salt water evaporated forms fresh, and the vapor does
not when it condenses condense into sea water again” (quoted in Birkett 1984).
Distillation is the oldest method, attempted by Leonardo DaVinci and Thomas Jefferson.
By the late 1700s, there is evidence of desalting using freezing techniques and in the
1800s, there was a great leap forward in desalination due to the spread of the steam
locomotive and advanced learning in thermodynamics. By the early 1900s, desalination
of various technologies existed around the globe, from steamships in Egypt and Sudan to
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a solar desalter in Las Salinas, Chile. There is evidence that by the 1930s, membrane and
electrodialysis-based desalination were nascent technologies (Birkett 1984).
In 1950, the Kuwait Oil Company installed the first large desalination plant
producing 450 cm/d. The U.S., particularly California, was already interested in
developing its own desalination technologies and in 1952 the U.S. opened the Office of
Saline Water (OSW) with a $2 million authorization. The Eisenhower Peace Plan for the
Middle East included desalting and promoted joint research teams between the U.S. and
Israel, and the U.S. and Saudi Arabia (Israel and Saudi Arabia never worked directly
together) (Jorgensen 2005).
Countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) became the largest users of
desalination due to their access to cheap oil and desperate need for water resources.
Today these countries make up roughly 50% of global desalination capacity, however
they overwhelmingly use thermal technologies, rather than reverse osmosis employed in
the Israel case.
President Kennedy is known for his support of desalination R&D in the U.S.
increasing the OSW authorization to $75 million. By the 1970s, the U.S. was running
five demonstration desalination plants using a variety of techniques around the country
(Delyannis and Belessiotis 2010). The U.S. interest in desalination waned throughout the
1970s and 1980s, and eventually the OSW was dissolved. In the U.S. there has been
renewed interest and just last year the largest desalination plant in the Western
Hemisphere opened on the California coast, built by the Israeli company, IDE.
Additional interest has manifested in the American southwest (Wilder et al 2016).
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Israel, however, maintained a keen interest in desalination from the early years of
statehood. In 1964, President Johnson, from Texas (another place that would come to
rely on groundwater desalination), met with Israeli Prime Minister Levi Eshkol about
matters of geostrategic importance, high among them being cooperation to advance
desalination science in both places. Eshkol had been one of the founders of Mekorot,
Israel’s water utility, and a chief operating officer. The US interest in Israeli desalination
was more complicated than merely supporting an ally; the US sought IAEA safeguards
and supervision on the Israeli nuclear reactor at Dimona in exchange for significant
financial assistance to create a nuclear powered desalination plant. The US had an
interest in forestalling Israeli nuclear progress, because it feared a nuclear power in the
Middle East, however, Israel would not bargain over its nuclear resources (Levey 2015).
Despite the impasse, Johnson remained a staunch supporter of Israeli desalination. One
of Johnson’s final acts as President was to request of Congress that they fulfill its
commitment to fully fund an Israeli desalination plant (Siegel 2015).
Desalination in Israel began with Israel Desalination Engineering, as a
governmental entity, created to promote a freeze method of desalting, a technique that
never caught on. After entering into a joint venture with Fairbanks Whitney, a Chicagobased firm, Israel Desalination Engineering still feared budget cuts, and sought to insulate
itself from the general treasury, therefore became a was sold off to be an independent
private company. IDE Technologies was born and during the privatization wave of the
1990s in Israel it was sold. It has since built over 300 desalination plants worldwide
(Siegel 2015, personal communication at IDE 2014).
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Conclusion
By examining the history of Israel’s water infrastructure, I lay the groundwork to
determine if a country that exhibits many of the EM characteristics and adopts
ecomodern technologies, such as desalination, can accomplish lofty ecomodern goals.
Additionally, I introduce the analytical tools of Science and Technology Studies, taking
seriously the notion that politics are embedded within science and infrastructure and that
artefacts can shape human experience.
By tracing the history of Israeli water development, I situate desalination as the
natural outgrowth of a water sector in crisis. In the following chapter, I delve into the
relationship between desalination and the environmental movement and take seriously the
narratives that allow many environmentalists to be supportive of desalination to augment
Israel’s water supply.
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Chapter 4. Desalination and its Discontents: Is Desalination Sustainable?
Ecological modernist (EM) regimes use environmental language to legitimate
corporate behavior. In one of Hajer’s interpretations of EM, he posits that some
corporate interests and other institutions may change their core behaviors to incorporate
environmental perspectives. Others will use environmental cover for harmful practices.
Environmental externalities can be assimilated into the functioning of corporate
endeavors. The ecomodernist manifesto took EM thinking to the next level when it
openly advocated for intensification of the use of some resources to protect others. The
Breakthrough Institute identifies desalination as one such technology; the use of seawater
or groundwater may allow for increased urbanization and eventually rewilding of natural
surface or groundwater sources.
This dissertation tests some of these assumptions in EM, made explicit in the
Ecomodernist Manifesto. This chapter interrogates this environmental argument made
about desalination and teases out under what circumstances desalination can be
considered a strategy that supports ecological health of rivers and riparian zones. The
chapter will review what I call the “mainstream” attitude toward the ecological effects of
desalination, which focuses on the environmental impacts and seeks to either mitigate the
impacts or opposes desalination on environmental harm grounds. Then, I place
desalination’s ecological impact in context of the Israeli case, where an overwhelming
number of environmentalists (seemingly counterintuitively) advocate for building
additional desalination capacity (a conclusion I came to after 42 interviews). I analyze
why this context deviates from the mainstream approach to desalination. Why is Israel so
different from other democracies where vocal opponents have resisted desalination on
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environmental grounds? Finally, I offer an alternative understanding of desalination in
the Israel context, supporting the notion that water means different things in different
places.

Mainstream Approach
The mainstream approach to desalination’s environmental impact depicts a
technology undergoing rapid change. As reverse osmosis technologies see an increase in
adoption worldwide, the environmental impact of desalination remains a chief
preoccupation of researchers. Whether they are looking at alternative energy sources or
testing new efficiency techniques, policy-relevant desalination research is largely
concerned with how to make the technology more ecologically sustainable.
The Pacific Institute lays out the mainstream environmentalist perspective for the
U.S. regarding desalination. In their widely cited report, “With a Grain of Salt” Cooley et
al (2006) outlines the environmental impacts of desalination, beginning with the caveat
that impacts of desalination are not well understood:
“Based on this assessment, we conclude that most of the recent seawater
desalination proposals in California appear to be premature. Among the exceptions may
be desalination proposals where alternative water-management options have been
substantially developed, explicit ecosystem benefits are guaranteed, environmental and
siting problems have been identified and mitigated, the construction and development
impacts are minimized, and customers are willing to pay the high costs to cover a
properly designed and managed plant (Cooley et al 2006, 3).
This statement echoes commonly-held environmental attitudes toward
desalination that appear skeptical of the technology and only under a very specific set of
circumstances would they support the adoption of this technology. This approach does
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not characterize every environmentalist across the globe. But it does underpin the
dominant discourse among environment-sensitive policymakers, activists, and citizens.
The ecological harms that the Pacific Institute addresses can categorized as a. Sea
Intake b. Brine Composition and Discharge. c. Plant Footprint and Coastal Development,
d. Plant Energy Use, and e. Public Health. I address each one below.
a. Sea Intake
Most research about desalination intake systems is derived from a longer history
of intake research from power plants, therefore more is known about intake than other
ecological impacts. As seawater is drawn through a pipe into a desalination plant,
impingement and entrainment (I&E) of biota and animals may occur. Impingement
occurs when larger organisms become trapped against a screen by the flow of absorbed
water. Entrainment happens when smaller organisms make it through a preliminary
screen and are killed by the desalination pretreatment process. A variety of different
strategies are employed to minimize this ecological disruption.

First, a set of studies

confirms an assessment of I&E impacts, setting baselines, and making recommendations
based on identified species and their life stages. These studies must take place over at
least a 12-month period to account for inter-annual variability and include day and night
sampling to capture diel variations. Then prevention methods include: reducing flow,
installing technologies or procedures to exclude organisms or even return them without
harm, relocate intake to a less sensitive area, and reduce intake velocity (Hogan 2015,
72). The most commonly implemented techniques are exclusion technologies, many of
which rely on fine screens to physically exclude organisms (Peters and Pinto 2008).
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Despite the long history of research on intake, much is still unknown. For
example, laying the intake pipes themselves may have an impact on the existence of
vulnerable organisms. For example, one of California’s nuclear power plants, which has
one of the longest and deepest intakes of any California power plant, is built to the
highest environmental standards. But it also seems to have one of the highest rates of
impingement. Some scientists believe that the existence of the pipe itself is a draw for
marine life (Cooley et al. 2006).
Most desalination plants pull from surface water due to cost concerns but must
deal with the higher pollution levels and cost resulting from the need to clean that water
(Gille 2003), but subsurface intakes, while expensive, minimize the ecological impact
and also draw purer waters into the plant requiring less intrusive pre-treatment (Peters
and Pinto 2008). Because of the history of harmful effects of seawater intake from power
plants, some call for banning open seawater intakes for desalination along the California
coast (Kelley 2011). The widespread attitude regarding intake is one of deep concern
over the impacts to marine ecosystems.
b. Brine Composition and Discharge
For every gallon of water produced through desalination, roughly half a gallon of
waste byproduct must be disposed. The resultant brine, concentrate, reject stream, or
sludge (called different names depending on the agenda of who is talking) is comprised
of the reject salt plus all the chemicals used in the pre- and post-treatment process.
Biocides, such as sodium hypochlorite for chlorination, are usually used in the process.
Coagulants are used to remove suspended solids in the water and antiscaling substances,
antifoaming additives, oxygen scavengers, and anticorrosion chemicals may be present in
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the discharge of seawater concentrate (National Research Council 2008; Lattemann and
Hopner 2008). All together the resultant desalination byproduct is considered toxic and
is usually warmer and denser than intake waters.
There is widespread acknowledgement of the brine disposal problem and
therefore many options for minimizing its impact have been proposed and implemented.
The brine can be pre-diluted and excess heat can be vented by cooling towers. Mixing
post-disposal can be enhanced through a diffuser system or by choosing disposal sites
with favorable bathymetry. Some hazardous chemicals, such as chlorine, can be removed
prior to disposal (Lattemann and Hopner 2008). Early studies of desalination brine
disposal in the Persian/Arabian Gulf suggest that metals accumulate near outfall (Sadiq
2002). However, none of these approaches deals with the fundamental issue of a heavy
brine that will likely sink to the bottom of the seafloor that includes toxins and heavy
metals bioaccumulating in the food chain that will not dilute easily. Most agree that more
long term research must be done to assess the impacts of desalination waste brine
disposal (Cooley et al. 2006; National Research Council 2008).
c. Plant Footprint and Coastal Development
In the general desalination literature, plant footprint receives comparatively little
attention. This could be because the ecological impact of various plants differ
considerably from place to place and therefore it is hard to discuss the issue in general
terms. However, some researchers mention the obvious adverse effects including the fact
that desal factories must be located near the shoreline to make the plant economically
viable, thereby using seashore sites for industry rather than for recreation, tourism or
habitat (Einav, Harussi, and Perry 2003). SWRO plants that produce 100 mcm require
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approximately 25 acres. Each coastline has local rules about plant location, but many
suggest co-locating a desalination plant with existing infrastructure or building it farther
inland from sensitive coastal areas.
More is written on the matter of coastal development and growth incentivization.
Cooley et al (2006) cite the California Coastal Commission, “A desalination facility’s
most significant effect could be its potential for inducing growth.” Others have addressed
the relationship between desalination and growth suggesting that desalination enables a
growth paradigm that itself is responsible for further environmental degradation (McEvoy
and Wilder 2012). Critical scholars have begun to investigate the relationships between
desalination and growth strategies in Spain (Swyngedouw 2013; March, Sauri, and RicoAmoros 2014) and others are demonstrating correlation between the existence of XL
desalination facilities and reticence to make difficult political change (Feitelson and
Jones 2014). Coastal development concerns however are often relegated to second-tier
importance when they are downplayed as protecting “place attachment” or “coastal
views” (Heck et al. 2016a; Heck et al. 2016b).
On this matter, given the lack of research compared with most of the other
environmental concerns, a coherent dominant paradigm has not emerged. Many will look
to the Israeli case to see whether desalination enables growth over the longer term.
d. Energy
Desalination’s energy use and its resultant impact on greenhouse gases and
climate change are often highlighted as the most pressing indirect environmental issue
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associated with the decision to build new desalination capacity. The schema shows that
energy requirements for a reverse osmosis plant are considerable.

Figure 6: Block Diagram of a Typical Reverse Osmosis Plant. (Miller, Shemer, and
Semiat 2015).
A low pressure pump extracts water from the sea. Then after a pre-treatment
process, a high pressure pump forces the cleaned seawater through membranes, reversing
the natural osmotic properties of water. Some energy can be recovered and repurposed.
Then additional energy inputs guide water through the post-treatment process and
eventually out to a distribution network.
Optimizing energy use is a chief preoccupation of researchers who are looking
beyond environmental impacts and focused on economic viability of desalination,
because energy consumption is the largest single ongoing expense of an operational
plant. Energy accounts for roughly 40% of RO desalination’s costs (Cooley 2006). And
state of the art SWRO plants now require 3-5 kWh/cm (Baten and Stummeyer 2013).
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Figure 7: Typical Costs for a Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plant. Note that electrical
energy dwarfs all other costs. (Cooley et al 2006).
Even at current levels of energy consumption, the energy use number has dropped
dramatically over the last 30 years (Elimelech and Phillip 2011). When desalination
became viable on large scale it was limited to those countries with significant oil
reserves, such as Saudi Arabia and other Persian Gulf nations. Today, because of
progress in thermodynamic research, drought-prone countries such as Spain, Australia,
and Israel that do not have enough of their own domestic energy reserves can afford to
implement desalination. Such positive forward progress is reflected in an optimism, even
from skeptical environmentalists, about the prospect of a research agenda that can
minimize environmental harms.
Attempts have been made to determine the greenhouse gas footprint of
desalination including a technique developed to create an equivalent greenhouse gas
(Baten and Stummeyer 2013).
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Table 4: Greenhouse Gas Emissions “Contained” As CO2 Equivalent in Water. Note that
the electricity production for the water treatment is responsible for the vast bulk of CO2
equivalent. (Baten and Stummeyer 2013).
The entanglement of water and energy in the desalination sector, addressed as part
of the broader water-energy nexus, reveals one of the core contradictions of desalination:
burning fossil fuels in order to stabilize a water supply impacted by climate change will
only lead to greater climatic changes and demand for more water stabilization.
Desalination, as it currently exists in large scale plants globally, is a maladaptive
technique that exacerbates the underlying cause of water sector instability (Wilder et al.
2010; Swyngedouw and Williams 2016).
This contradiction is not lost on environmentalist approaches to the technology,
therefore many advocate for the use of renewable energy to power desalination. There
are many companies, researchers, and even governments investing heavily in renewable
energy to power desalination and there have even been some larger scale installations in
the Gulf (Ali et al. 2018; Charcosset 2009; Cipollina et al. 2015; Mahmoudi 2017). As of
today, barriers still remain for widespread adoption of renewables to power desalination,
chiefly cost concerns (Huttner 2013).
e. Public Health
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Public health is the newest concern of environmentalists regarding desalination
(Cotruvo 2010). Desalted water is stripped of salts but also excludes nutrients that make
“natural” waters useful for irrigation and drinking (Lahav, Kochva, and Tarchitzky 2010).
Therefore, desalinated waters are usually used to substitute “natural” supplies supplied to
municipal sectors. However, drinking supplies require compounds that humans need to
live, such as magnesium and iodine. Desalted water also tends to concentrate natural
boron from the sea, a radioactive element. Taken together, the public health picture of
desalinated water is complicated. One on hand, without magnesium and calcium added
back to desalted supplies, a public health risk arises, on the other hand desalinated water
is “purer” than natural sources and can dilute already existing harmful emerging
contaminants such as pharmaceuticals, estrogenics, personal care products, and endocrine
disrupting compounds.

Mainstream Case on Desalination’s Ecological Impact – wrap-up
Most environmentalists view desalination as a perhaps necessary but harmful way
to augment water supplies. Conservation measures are almost always preferred by
environmentalists to meet water needs. But Israel represents a counter example.
Environmentalists across the spectrum voiced cautious optimism or even outright support
for desalination. Even the mainstream environmentalist movement embraces it as a
necessary step to secure the country from erratic rainfall and dependence on unreliable
neighbors (personal communication with dozens of environmentalists in country). The
following will recount data that supports this observation.
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The most prominent environmental organization known as SPNI, or the Society
for the Protection of Nature in Israel, water director explained that he supports
desalination and in fact, has been advocating for more desalination to be built in the
northern region of the country. Why? For the environmental movement in Israel, the
calculus is different and the circumstances are circumscribed.

The Israeli context
Israel has a robust environmental community, and while certainly not monolithic,
shares a number of important values. Tal et al.'s (2013) study of Israel's environmental
NGOs (ENGOs) suggests that sustainability, environmental planning, participatory
democracy, and open space preservation are the most important issues. Water
preservation fits into these categories, but doesn't emerge on its own. My research,
wherein I interviewed 32 environmental activists, consultants, journalists, and
researchers, revealed that preservation of national water resources such as streams and
lakes is one of the most important issues on the Israeli ENGO agenda. Notably
preservation of waters off the coast, beyond the shoreline, did not emerge as an important
issue to tackle. In fact, in the 2013 annual report for the Society for the Protection of
Nature, the Sorek desalination plant is identified as a threat. But the threat to nature
involves the siting of the plant near sensitive sand dunes, rather than other off-coast or
atmospheric impacts. This helps explain the attractiveness of "the spatial fix" of
desalination, wherein environmental costs are born by sites of brine deposition, off coast,
deterritorialized areas beyond the reach of the environmental concern (Swyngedouw and
Williams 2016; Swyngedouw 2013).
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To answer the question of whether desalination is viewed as sustainable, I
interviewed using an open-ended format about the impact of each of the identified
environmental hazards of desalination. In the following section, I compare the Israeli
perspective with the mainstream environmental approach identified above. Then I
analyze why Israeli environmentalists actually advocate for more desalination capacity,
despite knowing its harms (Einav, Harussi, and Perry 2003).
a. Intake:
Intake was recognized by my interviewees as a significant environmental
challenge associated with desalination. Scientists and activists felt strongly that more
research was needed in the area of desalination’s impact on offshore marine life. One
environmentalist scientist/consultant assured me, “There is still a lot of work to do in this
area. But… [her voice trailed] …. We don’t yet have confirmation that intakes do
irreversible damage” (personal communication 2015). The implication being that
without hard scientific proof of desalination’s negative effects, it is acceptable to move
forward building additional capacity. I was certain I would receive a different reaction
from environmental activists. However, the water director of a leading environmental
organization in the country said to me, “Intake is important. We don’t want to kill more
animals than we must. But we’re in a crisis right now. The offshore environment is not
my number one concern” (personal communication 2014). This was a surprising
reflection of priorities for this individual, who clearly valued terrestrial ecosystems over
off-shore locales. These quotes also demonstrated a balance approach that was repeated
often by Israeli environmentalists who viewed desalination harms as less serious than the
crisis of drought.
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This message of terrestrial water crisis overwhelming possible attention to other
environmental harms was a repeated trope throughout my interviews. Even researchers
who acknowledged the ecological damage done to seawater organisms took a “balance”
approach, saying “Intake systems are a problem. For sure. 100%. But not more than
other things. Think about the rivers. We need to be thinking about the Kinneret (The Sea
of Galilee)” (personal communication 2016).
Recent reports in the Israeli media takes an even harder approach to biota in the
intake system. A recent headline reads, These Photos of Jellyfish Clogging an Israeli
Power Plant Are a Reminder of How Icky Nature Is, reported by Haaretz News and
accompanied by graphic images of jellyfish being discarded after clogging a powerplant
intake stream. When nature is considered a nuisance, then its destruction is considered
less noteworthy to the public.

Figure 8: Photograph of Jellyfish Retrieved by Israeli Powerplants. Note that instead of
describing the jellyfish as an important part of the natural system, they are described as a
nuisance. Haaretz.com, Schuster, June 28, 2017.
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b. Brine Composition and Discharge
Israel disposes of its brine into the Mediterranean, but it is not alone. Around the
Mediterranean Sea, desalination has been introduced to satisfy demands of a growing
population and changing climate, therefore the issue of brine disposal should be
contextualized to incorporate the rest of the region.

Figure 9: Desalination Capacity in the Mediterranean Sea. Note that Israel is now a
major contributor to brine disposal, but that nearly every country in the region has plans
for desalination. (Lattemann et al. 2010)
The impacts of offshore discharge were more important to my interviewees than
the impacts of intake. Alon Tal, Green party member and spokesperson for
environmental scholarship in Israel articulates a dominant trope, that even though brine
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disposal is harmful, Israelis are doing everything they can to minimize ecological
damage.
In the planning phase there were concerns about the impact of the brine that the
desalination process produces. Accordingly, it is discharged into the sea at a distance of
one kilometer. Moreover, the desalination residuals are released along with the water
emitted from the adjacent electricity production, diluting the salinity at a ratio of 1:10.
The temperature of the waste stream remains somewhat higher than the seawater, as are
the concentrations of salt and the other chemicals and metals. From the outset, Israel’s
Ministry of Environment required installation of a diffuser situated at least two meters
above the seabed to ensure dispersion and dilution at the outfall. Monitoring of the flow
of the fairly inert polyphosphate anti-scalants in the sea suggests that marine water
quality has not suffered appreciably. For instance, at the discharge site, a 3 percent rise in
salinity above ambient seawater concentrations was measured, but this quickly dissipates
to 1 percent before disappearing altogether after a couple of kilometers. The high iron
content in the discharged residuals (from the ferric sulfate coagulant additives) created an
intermittent reddish plume with ferric concentrations reaching 42 milligrams per liter. It
is not clear, however, whether such impacts are negative. Indeed, there is anecdotal
evidence that the conditions actually create a positive “mini-fishery” microenvironment
(Tal 2011).
Tal articulates what many environmentalists are thinking regarding brine disposal: we are
trying our best under the constraints that we have, but we have no choice but to move
forward with desalination. While this is not a full-throated claim of sustainability, this
argument does shut down criticism.
The existing science from Israeli plants supports Tal’s perspective. After
reviewing the details of all marine studies conducted relative to the first three large
coastal SWRO desalination plants, Cohen (2011) concludes,
“The overall conclusion which can be derived from the monitoring results is that the
concentrates of the Ashkelon, Hadera, and Palmahim SWRO plants do not have
significant adverse impacts on the ecosystems of the receiving environments. Thus so
far, the Israeli experience demonstrates that with the proper selection of discharge
methods and sites, concentrate discharges from large SWRO plants can be
environmentally safe.”
But not all studies agree. Belkin et al. (2017) report that coagulants and antiscalants used
in the desalination process negatively impact microbial communities and Frank, Rahav,
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and Bar-Zeev (2017) see short term damage from desalination brine on benthic
heterotrophic microbial communities. Notably both studies emerge from Israeli funding
streams and are tested on the Israeli coast. The sentiment around discharge is flexible
based on the research forthcoming.
When interviewing environmental consultants about the impact of brine
discharge, I encountered some uncomfortable conflicts. One marine biologist responsible
for sections of the Environmental Impact Statement on one desalination plant admitted to
me that much more research had to occur before anything definitive could be said about
the impact of brine. When I inquired further about how she could endorse a project when
so much remained unknown she explained, “You know what would happen if I wrote
that? I wouldn’t get another contract!” (personal communication 2016).
This interview revealed to me one of the contradictions and limitations of the
business of assessing the environmental impacts, especially in a small country like Israel.
When one consultant is likely to approve a massive infrastructure project, they are more
likely to receive a future contract. If that individual relies on these contracts to live, then
there is a significant incentive to lean toward a particular outcome.
c. Plant Footprint and Coastal Development
Plant footprint actually receives more attention in Israel comparatively than it
does on global scale. Since coastline in Israel is considered limited and vulnerable, some
of the existing plants are set back 100m or more from the coastline, increasing costs.
Researchers have raised the question of whether SWRO plants in Israel actually threaten
the groundwater because of the potential for leaks, or through the drilling required for
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construction. If intakes are not installed properly they can lead to seawater intrusion in
coastal aquifers, which underlie nearly the entire Mediterranean coast (Ameen et al
2017).
In fact, one of the only significant institutional skeptics to desalination in Israel is
the environmental group Zalul. Zalul, meaning clear in Hebrew, is a defender of water
resources in the country. They self-describe as pragmatists who understand desalination
is necessary because “we cannot depend on natural resources alone” (personal
communication 2016). Zalul’s spokesperson described their hesitance to desalination
thusly,
“They [government regulators] have a very light finger on the trigger when it comes to
authorizing and getting the planning committees to approve without taking the time to
thoroughly understand [the environmental impacts]. Although we need desal facilities,
we desperately need planning ahead. And these plants were built with a BOT deal, so
they serve the people but they are also a privately owned facility on public land which is
very sensitive on the shore” (personal communication 2016).
Zalul represents a small voice in the Israeli environmental movement that opposes some
desalination. The newest plant proposed by the Israeli water authority will be located in
the north. The water director of the leading national environmental advocacy
organization said that he “wants to see more desalination. We need this in the north too”
(personal communication 2015). But residents living close to the proposed northern plant
see it differently. Some have teamed up with Zalul to oppose a desalination plant built
near Regba and Lohamei Hageta’ot, two kibbutzim in the Acre area, north of Haifa.
Using Not-In-My-Backyard (NIMBY) arguments, the protesters voice concerns about
pollution and noise emanating from the plant (personal communication 2016, Rinat
Haaretz 2017).
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D. Energy:
The global approach to the energy impact of desalination has in many ways been
shaped by Israel’s experience and therefore they are not easily untangled. Because Israel
is not an oil-producing country and until recently was considered energy scarce with no
extractable fossil fuels, large-scale desalination appeared out of reach economically
(Siegel 2015). However, after historic droughts of the 1990s spurred the country into
action to augment water supplies, scientific advances allowed for the reuse of energy and
co-locating desalination with energy plants and using energy during nighttime when
prices are lower.
Attitudes in Israel regarding energy and desalination are shaped by a few
influential and persistent ideas. First, researchers such as Semiat promote the idea that
Israel is using the most sophisticated, most efficient techniques available in the world
(Semiat 2008 personal communication 2015). Semiat observes that thermodynamic
minimum needed to remove freshwater from seawater is 0.79 kWh/cm, while common
energy consumption at an RO plant is 3.5 kWh/cm, however this can vary substantially
from plant to plant. Since energy is required not just to extract salts, but pumping,
pretreatment, brine discharge and power within the plant, current Israeli plants are
working quite close to their theoretical minimum (Shemer and Semiat 2017, personal
communication 2015).
Then, even though desalination does use more energy than other water sources, it
is still a small percentage of the country’s overall energy use. Desalination’s energy
demands are legitimized by placing it in a “realistic” light (undermining those who
oppose desal as unrealistic):
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The Israeli annual contracted capacity for 2015 is 600 million cm, which is about 80% of
the total urban water consumption … Assuming that the energy requirement is
approximately 3.5 kWh/cm of desalinated water, the energy requirement to produce the
annual desalinated water capacity would be less than 1.4% of the national energy
consumption. The pumping energy from remote source water locations, currently at a
level of about 3% of the total national capacity, will also be reduced significantly since
the desalination plants are located closer to the large cities. Two thirds of the desalination
capacity in Israel is produced during the night, using cheaper energy, which also aids to
save energy. The total energy consumed by a desalination plant in Australia… is about
0.13% of the total national energy consumption. Thus, it can be concluded that the energy
consumption of most desalination processes constitutes a small fraction of the total
national energy consumption. It is also much less than other forms of energy utilization,
such as transportation, heating and air conditioning. Therefore it appears to be more
practical to reduce the national energy consumption, rather than to limit the water
supplied by desalination for vital daily use (Miller, Shemer, and Semiat 2015, emphasis is
mine).
Desalination is therefore legitimized by the small percentage of total energy use, rather
than its high absolute demands.
Furthermore, energy use is legitimated by comparing it with alternatives.
Desalination fundamentally reshaped the geography of movement of water throughout
Israel (Feitelson and Rosenthal 2012) and one benefit of desalination's location on the
Mediterranean coast is its proximity to population centers and closer to agricultural needs
in the south. Shemer and Semiat (2017) contend that prior to desalination in Israel, 3% of
national energy consumption was used to pump water from the north to the south. Since
Israel's alternative case involved transporting water uphill long distances, it can be argued
that desalination actually cuts energy demand in the water sector.
Finally, Israel is a small country. It was designated as a non-annex I country by
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, meaning that it was not
singled out as an industrialized country that should put reducing greenhouse gas
emissions at the forefront of its economic goals. It ratified the treaty without any binding
limitations. Despite its rapid development over the last 20 years, Israel does not view
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itself as a major contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. One influential environmental
researcher said, “We are small. Does it matter that we burn coal? We aren’t the U.S. or a
big country in Europe” (personal communication 2014).
d. Public Health
Public health risks associated with desalination are only recently coming to light
in Israel. An article in the newspaper Haaretz in Feb 2017 pointed to the problem of
magnesium shortages in the Israeli water system and the possibility of resulting heart
disease. Researchers conclude that desalinated sea water is “associated with an
increased proportion of subjects with lower than normal magnesium levels” (Koren et al.
2017; Rosen, Garber, and Chen 2018). They recommend re-introduction of magnesium
to desalinated water to protect against cardiac morbidity (Koren et al 2016). An
environmental leader at a major NGO stated, “Yea, we’ve known about the magnesium
problems with desal water for a long time. Nothing comes free” (personal
communication 2015). Since at least 2011, Israel’s Parliament, the Knesset, was
presented with evidence of magnesium deficiencies in the population from desalinated
sea water used as drinking water. Another concern is the lack of iodine in the water
supply (Ovadia et al. 2016). But even if there was an identified need to add minerals to
desalinated sea water, public pressure to keep water costs low may prohibit immediate
action to rectify the situation. Despite this information, the environmental community
has not taken a unified position around this issue.
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Environmental Benefits of Desal – More Water for Nature
After reviewing the environmental harms of desalination with each interviewee,
many scholars, activists, and journalists directed my attention to the environmental
benefits gained by adding desalinated water to an already overstressed water system.
And Israelis are not the only people who recognize this. Cooley et al (2006) list
advantages to desalination in the areas of reliability, local control over supplies, and
water quality, but comparatively little attention toward the substitution effect of using
desalination to substitute for surface or groundwater resources that are over-abstracted.
Cooley et al (2006) mention that, “Desalination may reduce the need to take additional
water from the environment and, in some cases, offers the opportunity to return water to
the environment” but promises of this nature “must come with binding mechanisms to
ensure that these benefits are delivered and maintained in the form, degree, and
consistency promised” (Cooley et al 2006, 6).
Other scholars are beginning to ask whether desalination can lead to more water
allocations to nature. McEvoy (2015) asks regarding desalination in Mexico, if
desalination implementation can lead to aquifer protection. She reports that yes,
desalination can serve this function, but only if is viewed as a socio-technical system
where a number of conditions are met, including:
1. Integrated water and land use planning;
2. Creation of a single coordinated planning institute;
3. Improved groundwater monitoring; and
4. Implementation of water conservation and system efficiency measures.
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In the state of Baja, California, Mexico, she notes the lack of a comprehensive
land use plan to protect against the anticipated growth that might come from increased
water supplies from desalination, thereby negating environmental protection.
The Israeli case is different. While water and land use planning are not entirely
integrated, as McEvoy suggests, there is an explicit water plan that articulates water for
nature as a goal. In 2002, the Knesset passed a Transitional Master Water Plan, spelling
out the rationale and program for desalination in Israel. Section 9 of the plan deals with
“The Environment and Water for Nature” stipulating that the Water Authority will be
responsible for providing the adequate needs of nature and landscape with the goal of
“restoring the natural flow of water to an agreed level”. The Sea of Galilee was singled
out as a “unique ecosystem and tourism resource” that will continue to be used as a
reservoir, “while ensuring that red lines are not crossed, as was the case in the past.”
Moreover, “measures should be taken to reduce the footprint of water infrastructures”.
Operational goals of the master plan include: operating the water system while taking
into account ecological needs to rehabilitate natural waters.
Israel’s 2002 Transitional Water Master Plan addresses many of McEvoy’s
concerns. It institutionalizes the protection of nature within the planning bodies of the
entire water sector. It promotes water monitoring and conservation and it integrates these
goals in the Water Authority, elevating water for nature to a regular allocation category.
These circumstances allow for the possibility of water protection through the substitution
effect with desalination, creating the socio-technical system that McEvoy proposes.
However, the record of desalination actually protecting nature in Israel over the
last 10 years is mixed. On the one hand, at times allocations of water to nature have
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improved, as evidenced by the 2014 Annual Activities Report for the Water Authority,
which has a section titled, “2. Significant Improvements in Conditions for Water
Allocations to Agriculture and Nature.”
It specifically states:
“Due to the stabilization of the water sector and the widespread reliance on desalination
water and reuse of treated wastewater, the Authority initiated a transition from one year
allocations of freshwater to agriculture and nature to three year allocations. This
development allowed for more economic certainty and professionalism among farmers
regarding the water available to them as an input. The change improved the efficiency
and planning ability of the farmer and enables further improvements to efficiency in
agriculture. In addition, the creation of these additional sources of water and the
improvement in the water sector allowed for a significant increase in water allocated to
agriculture and to nature (allocations to agriculture increased by more than 60% since
2011 and allocations to nature grew by 3.3 times since 2011), and that is despite the low
rainfall in the winter of 2013-2014” (Water Authority 2014, emphasis mine).
This report indicates that the substitution effect of desalination can result in water
for nature. But the record is not so clear. Press reporting in 2016 and 2017 indicate that
natural sources of water, especially the Sea of Galilee, remain in a very precarious
condition. Haaretz reported in Nov 2016 that “The Kinneret (Sea of Galilee) level
dropped by 15 centimeters last month, reaching 71 centimeters below the lower red line”
(Rinat Haaretz 2016). To deal with the critical situation, the Water Authority had to
reduce Galilee farmers’ water quota by 17 percent and is planning to increase
groundwater drilling.
The graph below, derived from data monitored by Israel Oceanographic and
Limnological Research service shows a chaotic Galilee from 2000 -2017 that has not
(yet) been stabilized by desalination’s substitute effect.
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Table 5: Level of the Kinneret (Sea of Galilee). Note that this shows that the sea levels
vary significantly over the course of a year and have dipped below legally prescribed red
lines, even after desalination plants have come online. Data retrieved from
http://kinneret.ocean.org.il/level_grp.aspx, Israel Oceanographic and Limnological
Research.

Besides protecting the Sea of Galilee, desalination holds the promise of creating
enough freshwater to recharge overtaxed aquifers. In Israel, surplus water is injected into
specially constructed infiltration ponds. Data on desalination’s efficacy in this case was
not available.

A summary of the discussion can be found in the following table:
Environmental Impacts
Intake (-)

Mainstream Environmental
Approach
Concern Due to Lack of
Information, Recognition of
Negative Impacts, Some
Interest in Banning Open
Seawater Intakes

Israeli Environmental
Approach
Lack of confirming research,
Reticence to use
precautionary principle. Lack
of concern for off-shore
environment compared with
terrestrial waters
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Brine Composition &
Discharge (-)
Plant Footprint & Coastal
Development (-)
Energy (-)

More research needed,
Impacts likely damaging to
coastal and sea environments
Hard to generalize across
installations, Desal may spur
growth
Energy is a central concern
because it contributes 40% of
O&M costs, Maladaptation to
climate change, Promotion of
Renewables

Public Health (-)

Desalination can lead to
magnesium and iodine
deficiencies, Usually has too
low nutrient profile for
agricultural use. Desal
concentrates boron.

Substitution Effect (+)

Little recognition of the
potential for desalination to
protect other natural waters

Israelis confident they are
utilizing the best technologies
to minimize brine impacts
Recognized as acceptable
tradeoff. Some NIMBY
critiques of plant construction
Desalination is a small
percentage of the country’s
energy use. Desalination is
nearing its theoretical
maximum efficiency. Israel’s
contribution to global
greenhouse gases is small
compared to larger countries
and therefore less important.
Magnesium and Iodine
deficiencies are starting to
emerge as major (albeit
solvable) issues. Israel is
recognizing these health
effects and balancing costs to
optimize results.
Emphasis on the ability for
desalination to substitute for
national terrestrial waters and
therefore protect nature. If
the sub effect has not taken
effect yet, it is due to
insufficient quantities of desal
rather than a refutation of the
concept.

The mixed results of Israel’s experience trying to preserve nature with
desalination suffers from another problem: the moral hazard of attempting to both
conserve water while publicly augmenting supplies (Katz 2016). In 2011, when
desalination plants had reached their operating capacity, key water leaders in Israel made
statements touting Israel’s excellent water management, even claiming the existence of
water surpluses. Some began to change the dominant narrative around water from one of
crisis to one of abundance. Due to these changes, public perception of Israel’s water
circumstances began to change, so that today fewer than 38% of adults believe Israel
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faces water scarcity (Katz 2016). If people cannot conserve water resources when
desalination is implemented, then the substitution effect is blunted by the need to meet
increasing demands. This relates to another central paradox of growing a desalination
industry in the midst of an ecological protection ethic: Desalination will emerge in a
society where water demands continue to grow, so that more desalination plants continue
to be needed to satisfy ever-growing water demand. Demand is theoretically likely to
grow under a desalinated water system, because water is subject to some of the same
pressures of energy exemplified by the Jevon’s paradox. The paradox reveals that when
energy systems become more efficient, people will increase their use. The same goes for
water systems: as water becomes more abundant in Israel, people may use more of it and
find it harder to conserve. This challenges the concept of the substitution effect and
makes it harder for water to be left for nature.
One final mitigating force of the substitution effect concerns how water may be
used as an instrument of peace in negotiations with Israel’s neighbors. Many scholars
and politicians hope that desalination can be used as a carrot to entice peaceful relations
across the Middle East (Aviram, Katz, and Shmueli 2014; Sanders 2009; Siegel 2015,
personal communication). This optimistic view encouraged many to support
desalination’s adoption. However, if “excess” water will be allocated to Israel’s
neighbors, then it further mitigates the possibility that water will be allocated to nature.
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Conclusion
This chapter reviewed the mainstream environmental approach to desalination
and contrasted that with the Israeli case, noting the significant divergence between Israeli
environmentalists and the rest of the globe. Then this chapter questioned whether Israel
has or can achieve the desired substitution effect that environmentalists are hoping will
outweigh the negative impacts of desalination – with mixed results. Finally, this chapter
uses the Israeli case to answer a core question of the ecomoderns: Can desalination be
used to protect the environment, through the substitution effect? Is desalination
consistent with environmentally-sound policymaking?
This analysis demonstrates that sustainability is not the result of a single measure,
but rather it is an on-balance determination of the interested parties. Israeli ENGOs show
an eagerness to deem desalination a sustainable technology and an openness to the
discourses that legitimize it. In this case, it is clear that Israeli ENGOs have abandoned
the precautionary principle in favor of a hopeful stance.
Places subscribing to an ecological modernist (EM) ethic, as I have described
Israel does in chapter two, seek win-win solutions to ecological issues like water scarcity.
Desalination appears to be such a win-win choice. Desalination takes water that was
"unused" and repurposes it to augment natural terrestrial supplies. According to Israeli
environmentalists, this can occur without catastrophic ecological harm and maybe even
protect resources. This would appear to support the contention that EM, when executed
correctly by using desalination, can be successful. But so far, the record in the Israeli
case indicates that the substitution effect has yet to preserve natural water ecosystems and
the ecomodern hope that desalination can be used to further a rewilding ethic is
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unfounded. While the institutional apparatus exists for desalination to lead to more water
for nature, so far that has yet to take place and it seems will only occur when all other
water demands are satisfied. Therefore, desalination ultimately fails as a win-win
solution at this time. There are significant environmental harms, recognized by ENGOs
or not.
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“We have finally reached a point where it [the water sector] isn’t so politicized.
Politics was a problem for us and we are finally getting past that to take care of our
problems. It’s much better now” (Former Water Commissioner, personal communication
2015).

Chapter 5. Realizing The Anti-Politics Machine
The statement above, made by a former Water Commissioner of Israel, depicts
many of the institutional transitions that this chapter will discuss, bringing to the fore an
idea mentioned repeatedly regarding the water sector in Israel, namely that previous eras
suffered due to overabundance of politics. It was only when politics could be sidelined,
that Israel could emerge from a haze of underfunded infrastructure and lack of forward
planning to become a global leader in water technology and planning. But what exactly
is this “politics” that is so widely demonized by scholars and practitioners in the Israeli
water sector? Which governance structures changed in order to sideline politics? And
finally, were there any unintended consequences of these changes? Alongside that which
was gained, was anything lost while attempting to exclude politics? Once politics was
less dominant and consensus was reached, how does it continue to be maintained?
As discussed in the literature review in chapter two, politics is more than the
messy clash of opinions by democratically-elected officials. Politics, by its broadest
definition, involves power and how it is wielded. Viewed in a negative sense, politics
entails squabbling by those in/with power, leading to paralysis. Understood through a
positive lens, a properly political condition sanctions dissenting and conflicting voices,
allowing all stakeholders to be considered. Those undertaking an ecological modernist
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approach often view politics as a barrier to achieving win-win solutions that demand
broad consensus. Politics is something to be overcome, transcended, or suppressed.
Political resource allocation can be understood as the opposite of efficient
allocation (Plaut 2000). When efficiency takes on the mantle of consensus approach, it is
the politics (read: inefficiency) that must be avoided. This chapter will detail some of the
ways that Israel shifted from a politicized water sector to one that is insulated from
political whims of the Knesset (Parliament). Three key findings emerge from the
analysis:
1. Drought, viewed as an existential threat to the country, allowed for dramatic
policy learning and institutional change.
2. In order to reach a state of consensus, institutional change was required that
transformed the relationship between the public and the water sector.
3. Once consensus emerged, it requires discursive maintenance, especially in the
face of material opposition. In other words, widespread consensus approval
of desalination (alluded to in the previous chapter) once reached, doesn’t
remain cohesive without constant upkeep. This offers the possibility that
consensus is flimsy and open to breaking down without persistent advocacy.
Chapter three traced the broad history of the Israeli water sector from preIndependence era. Israel was already predisposed to ecological modernist ideas related to
the water sector because of a broad cultural affinity for technological solutions (Tal
2008), and an early recognition that efficiency measures must temper the ideological
approach to water allocations (Arlosoroff, personal communication, 2015). The 1959
Water Law stipulates that all waters are publically owned and the government is
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responsible for the equitable administration and allocation of water. Israel’s water sector
became a model post-political ecological modernist regime and did so by removing the
core power of the water sector from the Water Commissioner and creating a new Water
Authority that would be free of the politics that were understood to have lead the country
into water resource degradation and inability to deal with crisis. This chapter will trace
this transition to an EM regime, paying special attention to expert reports that reflected
on the era and paved the way forward. Then, this chapter will advance the theoretical
literature with insights from the case by discussing the ways that consensus, once
reached, must be maintained. This chapter will discuss key ways that the Israeli elite
attempts to preserve the pro-desalination consensus that was constructed over the last 20
years.

A Water Crisis Unfolds
In the winter of 1989/90 a devastating drought hit Israel. Receiving only 60% of
its usual rain, the water sector went into crisis mode. Allocations to agriculture were
dramatically cut with no warning to farmers. Daily notifications in the newspaper
revealed to the public that red lines were crossed in the country’s most important surface
reservoir, the Sea of Galilee. The drought brought into sharp relief the extent of a crisis
that had been growing for decades – the water sector was in trouble.
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Table 6: Historic Rainfall Averages From 1974-2010. Note that in 1998 rainfall reached
dangerously low levels prompting institutional change. (Ziv et al. 2014)

At the time the crisis developed in the winter of 1989/90, the Minister of
Agriculture was responsible for administering the water resources system alongside a
clutch of different governmental units belonging to six different ministries. The Water
Commission, which sat as a part of the Ministry of Agriculture, determined management
policies, issued bylaws for enforcement of the Water Law, and reported to the
government and to the Knesset (Parliament) regarding the state of water resources. This
created a highly politicized water sector. This means that the water sector was deeply
enmeshed in the negotiations of budgeting and governing the country and was largely
controlled by the agricultural sector.
The Water Commissioner was responsible for routine management of water
affairs, including issuing licenses for the construction of water projects, permits for water
withdrawals, and allocations for water use. He was responsible for the conservation of
water sources for future needs and for its protection against contamination. While the
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Water Commissioner was appointed by the government, he had to consult with the proper
Minister regarding the execution of his duties. The Ministry of the Environment was
charged with responsibility for the quality of potable water and pollution prevention, the
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development had been in charge of water allocations
to the farm sector, the Ministry of the Interior had been responsible for water and sewer
services in the municipalities/urban consumers, and the Ministry of National
Infrastructure had been responsible for developing new sewer infrastructure. To this, one
has to add the role of various ministers, who together with the Minister of Finance and
the Knesset’s Finance Committee, had been granted the authority to set tariffs: the
Minister of the Interior fixed those paid by consumers to municipal authorities the
Minister of National Infrastructure set those paid to the Mekorot Corporation and the
Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development set rates in the agricultural sector (BenZvi et al. 1998, Tal S. personal communication 2015, Tenne personal communication
2014, 2105) .
The Ministers were required by law to consult with a committee, called the Water
Board, appointed by the government. It is composed of representatives of the
government, of interested sectors, and of the public. Supporting the Water Board, as a
professional body, was the Water Project Design Committee, established by the Water
Law. This body was composed of water experts, the vast majority of whom did not come
from governmental agencies.
According to the 1959 Law, the Water Commission was supposed to be
composed two- thirds of representatives from the “public” (out of 39 commissioners).
These public representatives were supposed to represent water consumers. In fact, the
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“Agriculture Center,” the main lobbyist for the farm sector, was guaranteed 13
representatives on the commission. A water planning commission consisting of 11
professionals and representatives of the “public” was also created to oversee new water
projects.
Establishing the water quota system was the most important job of the Water
Commission. Supposedly on the basis of research, the commission decided how much
water is “needed” for any crop produced by farmers. Water quotas were in fact more a
reflection of “entrenchment,” essentially perpetuating the existing water allocation
pattern, with small amounts set aside for planned future settlements and activities (Plaut
2000).
The Water Project Design Committee was quite active in the 1960s and 1970s,
but never met in the 1980s. The duties of this committee in the 1980s were assumed by
various committees advising the Water Commissioner. These committees were
composed of mostly expert governmental and quasi-governmental employees.
National and most regional development and management of water resources in
Israel had been planned by a quasi-governmental (and now private company) called
Tahal. As the Water Commission did not maintain an internal unit to carry out such
duties, Tahal had significant influence on water affairs. Private planners worked in Israel
almost entirely for local and regional water bodies.
Mekorot, the national water company, constructed and operated the regional and
national water projects including the National Water Carrier. It is instrumental in
achieving national goals and delivering two thirds of the national water supply.
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Therefore, Mekorot has a substantial influence on the management of water resources in
Israel.
When the rains of 1989/90 didn’t materialize to expected levels, it spelled the
beginning of a three-year drought facing Israel. By January of 1990, the Water
Commissioner realized that water demands could not be satisfied without crossing
minimum permissible levels. The Minister of Agriculture, however, would not allow a
significant cut to allocations. When the Agriculture Minister resigned in March 1990 due
to an unrelated matter, the Water Commissioner took advantage of the situation and
enforced a cut with no notice. By the summer of 1990 the State Comptroller issued a
harsh rebuke of the entire water sector (Porat 1990). The new Minister of Agriculture
ultimately approved a deep cut of 40-60% in agricultural water allocations. This was
accompanied by a 5% cut to municipal allocations and a significant public campaign to
raise awareness (Kislev 2014). The period began a series of changes that shifted the
power over water sector, heralding in an era of reckoning and reflection for the country
and lead directly to the current approach of streamlined water augmentation through
desalination.

The Magen Report
In 2002, the Knesset convened a review committee to determine what went wrong
and how to move forward regarding the water sector, titled The Parliamentary Committee
of Inquiry on the Israeli Water Sector. The resulting report, chaired by Member of
Knesset David Magen in June 2002, became known as the “Magen Report”. The 152-
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page statement is a remarkable document because it does not just lay out a series of
recommendations to improve the sector, it documents the expert testimony and diverging
opinions that it considered before coming to various conclusions. This allows the
researcher the benefit of understanding the totality of the considered options before the
committee. The report represents unprecedented consensus across the Israeli political
spectrum and was signed by all members of the committee with representatives from
right-wing parties such as Likud, Shas, National Religious Party, and Yisrael Beiteinu
and also left-wing parties Labor and Meretz. Added members represented the far left
and center parties with members of the United Arab List and Shinui. It is extraordinarily
rare that this breadth of individuals from political parties can agree to even sit together,
and rarer still that they would sign off on a consensus document on a matter of such
importance to the country, water.
The Magen Report reveals details of the prior decades wherein the natural water
reserves of Israel fell to dangerously low levels and allocations to agriculture were cut
dramatically. Referring to reports made by the Arlosoroff Committee (1996) and many
years of Comptroller Reports focusing on water, the Magen Report chronicled decades of
administrative failure to adhere to natural limits of aquifer and reservoir levels. The
committee recommended a reorganization of the water sector to more effectively prepare
the country for inevitable future drought. This reorganization reflects a number of
important shifts in the institutional alignment of the Israeli water sector, many of which
were pursued in order to make way for a more robust desalination strategy.
As stated in chapter two of this dissertation, one of the key features of an
ecological modernist regime is institutional management that is a-political or non-
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political and therefore able to reach or broker consensus. An EM regime will rely on
technological solutions while promoting growth and contend that environmental
protection can be accomplished within a corporate or privatized structure. Each of these
elements is promoted in the Magen Report. Publishing this report, therefore, represents a
turning point wherein the Israeli water sector transitions from being merely positively
predisposed toward EM to embracing a fully ecological modernist regime. The
assumptions of ecological modernism are woven into this document.

When Politics Is the Enemy
The Magen report concludes that decades of mismanagement of the water sector are
not the responsibility of any one individual, but the result of a system that didn’t promote
sustainability and was beset with political problems. The first conclusion indicates, “The
multitude of authorities dealing with the water issue, where there is no clear distribution
of tasks and powers among them, and there are frequent fundamental differences of
opinion regarding the desired policy, which lead to conflicts of interest” (Magen 2002).
Explaining further, the report shows that the power to “administer water affairs of the
state” rests in the hands of the Water Commissioner with the advisement of the Water
Council. However, the report shares that even though the Commissioner was granted
broad powers legislatively, in reality the Commissioner must,
“share the implementation of his task with many other bodies, sometimes in order to
receive their approval so that they may fulfill their duty, sometimes for the purpose of
consulting them, and sometimes in order to execute the task together with them. This
combination of bodies, and the requirement to consult and receive the approval of an
additional supervising body, constitutes a conspicuous characteristic in the water
legislation. This characteristic has resulted in decision making on water issues involving
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many bureaucratic procedures, that cause a waste of precious time, and make proper
functioning very difficult, especially in times of crisis” (Magen 2002, emphasis mine).
This depicts the structural politics that plagued the sector. With so many interested
bodies requiring a consensus opinion, water decisions were hard to make and even more
arduous to implement. Theorists describe a desired “properly political” condition where
power relations are transparent and respectful, making room for disparate and opposing
voices (the various forms described in Anderson et al. 2016). In this case, Israel’s water
sector was beholden to so many interests that it was paralyzed, and unable to deal with
crisis.
More than just bureaucratic paralysis, the committee indicated that this structure
blocks public knowledge and participation. The report notes that since “water laws are
scattered among various pieces of legislation, which makes it difficult to locate the
regulations concerning a particular subject might make it especially difficult for a citizen
wishing to get to know the water system, and find out what his rights and duties are as a
private or business consumer.” This means that “subsidiary legislation” emerges without
consideration by Knesset committees, so that the “public is not a real and full partner in
laying down the water policy” (Magen 2002).
This is a notable critique of the structural failing of the water sector because it
assumes that only through Knesset committees, wherein democratically-elected
representatives hash out policies, that the public has a voice in how water is allocated,
priced, sourced, and distributed. One might conclude from the theoretical literature that a
“properly political” water sector that consults so many bureaucratic entities representing
the entire swath of the public concerns might be more responsive to the public. Also with
more checks on the activities of the Water Commissioner, as the Magen Report indicates,
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there would be more avenues for voices from the public to emerge. But the Magen report
concludes the opposite: that chaos and confusion stemming from the broad reach of the
water sector actually prohibited public knowledge and blocked individual participation in
the sector.
In describing the water crisis of the late 1980s and 1990s, blame was laid at the feet
of a “faulty organization system and decision making process” rather than blaming the
series of devastating droughts that the country encountered in the 1980s. The report
described the institution failing thusly,
“Israel's failure is a systemic failure. Israel has reached a situation in which it is a
state that is incapable of operating for the implementation of public projects... One reason
for why we have reached this situation, is that we have a bureaucratic hell. We have so
many Ministers, and so many persons who are in charge, that no one manages to cut the
‘Gordian knot’” (Magen 2002 quoting Braverman).
The system proved problematic also because of who was appointed to participate.
The Magen report draws a distinction between “professionals” in the sector and people
who come from “administration,” administration in this case referring to bureaucrats who
may have affiliations in one or another sector such as agriculture, but are not of the
rational, scientific ilk classed as “professionals”. The term “professional” is coded
language meant to signify an individual who is removed from the more emotional
arguments of pricing and allocation, and instead uses the rational cost-benefit approach
that is deemed neutral. This is an important rhetorical choice because it demonstrates the
committee’s distaste for ideological arguments and a preference for non-political and
consensus-based approaches – understood as clear preferences for an ecological
modernist read of the water sector.
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Through the analysis of failings in the water sector, the Magen report effectively
villainizes politics that beset the structure under which the Water Commissioner was
(dis)empowered to operate. In effect, the report sets the groundwork to create a new
structure that seeks to be non-political and able to maneuver better to anticipate, prepare
for, and react to drought.

New Structure Recommended
In the short term the Magen Commission recommended strengthening the Water
Commission and in the long term it recommended establishing a Water Authority that
can concentrate many of the duties of the sector in the hands of a more robust group of
water professionals with the resources to move past institutional deadlock.
“The Committee recommends, that the manpower base of the Water Commission shall be
broadened, the various divisions in it shall be strengthened, and its budget shall be
increased. The Committee also recommends that clear criteria be laid down for the
selection of the Water Commissioner, who must be a professional, but must also have
political capabilities.”
The call for institutional reform is not new to the Israeli water sector. In the 1990
State Comptroller report, Porat called for reform that would be composed of
“professionals” so that they might remain “neutral”:
For the purpose of regularizing the water sector, the responsibility for its administration
should be transferred to a neutral, national, professional body, that will take into account
the needs of the national economy, including those of the agricultural sector, and will
ensure the quality of potable water for households, and the supply of water in future in a
regular and credible manner” (Comptroller 1990, emphasis mine).
Unsurprisingly, ministries that would lose influence under this new robust water authority
voiced concerns, but their challenges were disregarded.
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The final recommendation of the committee emphasized an “independent and
professional water authority” that “does not represent a particular interest in the water
sector” and a water council wherein “no particular interest group should have decisive
influence over the council’s recommendations or decisions”. It is clear that the goals of
the Magen Commission were to sever the entanglement of agriculture and the water
sector so that it could no longer promote an ideological approach to water allocation and
instead a more rational, economic approach could take hold.
“The Committee recommends that the possibility of turning the Water Commission
into an independent and professional water authority, with a status similar to that of the
Bank of Israel, as laid down in the Bank of Israel Law of 1954, should be examined. In
other words, the authority should be incorporated, and not subject to any Ministry, and its
function should be to manage, regulate and direct the water sector, on the national and
regional levels, in accordance with the instructions of the Water Authority Law that will
be enacted, with the policy of the Government and the recommendations of the Water
Council as reconstituted. The Authority will be headed by a professional in the sphere of
water, who does not represent any particular interest in the water sector, and who will be
appointed by the Government.”
[…]
The Committee recommends that the structure of the Water Council, as an advisory
body to the Water Commission, and later on the Water Authority, shall be changed. The
number of members in the Council shall be reduced significantly, and its make-up shall
be changed, so that the Council will include experts and professionals side by side with
representatives of the Government and representatives of the consumers and producers.
The representatives of the consumers will include the representatives of the farmers, the
representatives of the urban consumers, and the representatives of the bodies responsible
for protecting the environment. In order to secure for the Council a constructive role in
the formulation of policy, no particular interest group should have decisive influence
over the Council's recommendations or decisions.

The Techno Fix
The Magen Report was neither the first expert report to recommend changes to
the water sector neither was it the first time changes were implemented in Israel. Seeing
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the disastrous water outcomes of the early 1990s, the Water Commission was shifted
away from the Ministry of Agriculture into to the newly established Ministry of National
Infrastructure in 1996 (notably also controlled at first by a farmer). That institutional
change represented a paradigm shift for the sector, recognizing that agricultural needs
would no longer be the defining core of water allocations, but rather water would be
viewed as one piece of infrastructure for which technological investment would lead to
improvement. This was the culmination of decades of optimism for technological
solutions, chiefly desalination.
As noted in chapter three, Israelis are optimistic about the possibilities for
technological change to solve apparent water problems. Ever since Israel built the
National Water Carrier, a water transfer project in 1965 that transformed the Israeli
landscape, many in the water sector view limitations as a weakness of imagination, rather
than an insurmountable block. Desalination was regarded early on as the technological
solution to water scarcity. In the State Comptroller’s Report for 1966, warnings first
appeared about over-pumping aquifers and offered large scale desalination as the
solution.
“The growing exploitation of the water resources now reaches more than 80% of the
total potential quantities of natural water in Israel. The annual average potential is
estimated at around 1.5 billion Cu.M of water, and the production of sweet water in
1964/65 reached 1.23 billion Cu.M. Such a high rate of exploitation, which has been
going on for years, unavoidably leads to over-pumping in some of the sources... The
over-pumping of water results in the salination of the wells. The over exploitation, on the
one hand, and the expected increase in the population and the consumption of water in
homes, agriculture and industry, on the other hand, make an increase in the water
production capacity necessary, already in the coming years. The planners have calculated
that the necessary addition is 324 million Cu.M per annum.[…] With respect to the
various methods for creating water from artificial sources, the factors acting in the water
sector pointed in one direction, which is the desalination of saltwater.” (Comptroller
1966, quoted in Magen 2002, emphasis mine).
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But desalination was not pursued as a large-scale strategy to augment water supplies
until the early aughts. Three factions emerged that each individually opposed
desalination for different reasons (Menachem and Gilad 2013). The agriculture coalition
opposed desalination because they believed that it would lead to higher water tariffs.
Steeped in the Zionist tradition of settling the land for nation-building purposes of safety
and security, they advocated for publicly funded, centralized programs. While they, in
theory, supported augmentation of the water supply, they feared market allocation
systems that would lead to higher prices.
The second faction was the economist coalition who opposed desalination because
they opposed large-scale national projects. They supported efficiency-based, privatized
programs based on cost-benefit calculations. They also drew their beliefs from a sense of
national pride and security, but they viewed economic growth of the country as central to
sovereignty and strength. They promoted markets as the only efficient allocation
mechanism.
Third, early on a nascent environmentalist coalition emerged who also opposed
desalination based on the precautionary principle. They promoted water conservation
and recycling as essential to the health of the natural environment of the country. They
also rooted their beliefs in a nationalistic view of protecting the land and resources for
future generations.
With stalemate between these three groups, desalination could not advance. The
report repeats its approval that the decision to desalinate has already been taken and the
government intends to support a desalination strategy.
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“The Committee gives its blessing to the plan, prepared by the Planning Division of
the Water Commission, that calls for a desalination capacity of close to 500 million Cu.M
by the year 2010, and congratulates the Government upon its resolution of April 4, 2002,
that approves desalination projects with a capacity of 400 million Cu.M by the beginning
of 2005.
The Committee express its concern regarding the possibility, that once the Master
Plan is approved, it might become apparent, that there is insufficient execution capacity,
to keep up with the timetable laid down. Therefore, a special effort must be made to
increase the execution capacity of the public and private bodies operating in the water
sector. The Committee also views as highly important, rapid activities that will ensure
that the pipeline infrastructures and the infrastructures for artificial recharging of
aquifers, that must accompany the construction of the desalination plants, shall be
planned and laid down on time.
The report also articulated some of the inherent contradictions that follow an
ecological modernist regime that is both committed to rational economic policy and also
looks positively at technological solutions. As described above, the Ministry of Finance
(of the economist coalition) was actually one of the early critics of desalination and
blocked its adoption on the grounds that it was too expensive an undertaking for the
government. Less expensive options, such as reallocating water away from agriculture
and conservation through pricing mechanisms, otherwise known as “soft path”
approaches, were favored. This tension was exposed in the Magen Report when it
mentions some of the obstructionist policies of economists.
“The Ministry of Finance plays a central role in the water sector...[…] The Ministry
of Finance has played over the years a central role, which has not always been
constructive, in the struggle to cancel the water quotas for agriculture and the
subsidization of agriculture by means of the water prices, and in laying down the time
tables and conditions for developing sewage treatment plants and the beginning of wide
scale seawater desalination in Israel. Since the 1970s the Ministry of Finance has led the
debate in favor of managing the water sector on a purely economic basis -in other words,
on the basis of the principles of supply and demand. In a certain sense one may view the
approach of the Ministry of Finance to the water issue as being based on narrow
accountancy principles that do not take into consideration non-economic interests, such
as ideology or foreign policy interests” (Magen 2002).
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This attitude among those with an “economic” view of water shifted largely because
of the actions of Minister of Finance Avraham “Beiga” Shochat who had briefly served
as Minister of National Infrastructure. Recognizing the dire circumstance of the water
sector, and looking for a win-win solution, he negotiated the water deal between the
economist faction and the agriculturalist faction to promote desalination. By promising
to the farmers that tariffs wouldn’t rise immediately, he generated support among the
agriculturalists for his desalination agenda. He was an unwitting participant in the
transition from a water sector merely predisposed to ecological modernism but still
clinging to ideological attitudes about water allocation, to one embodying an EM
approach. The key to this transition was the incorporation of private investment.

Privatization
The Magen report reflected a transition in Israeli water allowing for more
participation of the private sector. In fact, this transition was instrumental in bringing the
finance ministry on board with a desalination strategy, a pre-requisite for it moving
forward. This is particularly striking considering the historical antecedent of Israeli water
that emerged out of a socialist agricultural tradition and a commitment to publicly owned
water resources enshrined in the Water Law of 1959, and one can see the committee’s
conditional endorsement of private enterprise in the water sector.
“In the opinion of the Committee, bringing private factors into the water sector is a
positive development, but it would like to warn, that there are certain spheres of activity
which ought to remain in the hands of the public sector, such as planning on the national
and regional levels, general responsibility for the construction of national systems such as
pipelines, artificial recharge systems, and the direction and encouragement of research.
On the other hand, it is desirable that spheres in which competition could help the water
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sector, and reduce the financial burden from the shoulders of the public sector, should be
opened to competition. Inter alia, these include, desalination and sewage treatment. The
decision makers must learn from the experience of other countries which have gained
experience in transferring parts of the water sector into private hands” (Magen 2002,
emphasis mine).

Environmental Concerns
A fully ecological modernist regime incorporates ecological concerns into the
institutional structure seeing managed conflict of interest between growth and ecological
preservation. What qualifies as exactly the environmentalist approach to water is not
entirely clear. The agricultural faction promoted the idea that farms must be maintained
as the “green lungs” of the rapidly urbanizing country. The more predominant idea,
however, is that natural reserves (aquifers and reservoirs) have deteriorated because of
overpumping beyond red lines, leading to salinization and degradation of the resource.
Water may be a habitat for the country, but its water sector is much more concerned with
maintain strategic reserves than it is consumed by a deep ecological attachment to leaving
water for nature. Even so, the committee recommended that laws be changed to allow an
official allocation of water to nature, among the competing claims for allocations.
Notably, this change was an incremental one within the structure of water for growth. It
assumes that ecological resources can be protected under the existing institutional
structure.
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Outcomes of the Magen Report
Publication of the Magen Report did not lead to immediate change. A report from
the Israeli Knesset Research Service (the equivalent of the U.S. Congressional Research
Service) indicates that ten government resolutions were reached between 1999 and 2008
that enabled the growth of desalination and cemented Israel’s augmentation strategy.
Contrary to the linear story told by promoters of desalination, the road to desalination in
Israel was bumpy. For example, in April 2003 a Ministerial committee established that
seven desalination plants should be built to supply a total of 315 mcm/yr. Tenders had
been released for some of them in 2001. But according to a Comptroller Report in 2005,
earlier resolutions were not realized regarding the increase in the water supply. At that
time, only 140 mcm had been added to the water system in SWRO. The target amount
continued to change.

Table 7: Government Targets for Annual Desalination Production Capacity. Note that
the decision to desalinate does not proceed linearly, but slows down in the mid-2000s
when rainfall is relatively plentiful. From Israeli Water Authority. Accessed 6/7/2015
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In 2006 another Knesset Committee of Inquiry was convened to shed more light
on difficulties facing the water sector. The Bein Committee concluded that throughout
the transition of the water sector, institutions lost sight of who ultimately owns the water
in Israel, the public or private enterprises. They identified an explicit need for
transparency.
In July 2007, government decision No. 1882 determined that the volume of
desalinated water should reach 505 mcm/yr by 2013. Then in June 2008 the government
approved an emergency plan that by 2020, desalination capacity should reach 750 mcm,
at least. With this moving target, it is no surprise that plants had to be upgraded after
completion to accommodate this growing demand.
The first plant located in the southern coastal region at Ashkelon, has been in
production since December 2005, and at the time was the largest SWRO plant in the
world. It is a BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) agreement comprised of three companies:
Veolia Water, IDE Technologies, and Elfran Infrastructures. Originally, in 2001 the
plant was designed to produce 50 mcm/yr but in 2002 another agreement stipulated that
the plant should double capacity to 100 mcm/yr. Because of this stepped process, the
plant was built as two identical facilities (Sauvet-Goichon 2007). Despite the fact that
environmental impacts were assessed early in the project’s life (Einav and Lokiec 2003),
the plant suffered from a public panic when it released a “red plume” suspected to be due
to an iron-rich discharge. In response, the plant reduced the iron content of the deposit,
stopped using a pulsed backwash system and instead discharged continuously (Drami et
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al. 2011). News of this impact was overwhelmed by a confident analysis that the
problem has been fixed and won’t be repeated with other plants (Y. Cohen 2011).
The second plant, Palmachim, commissioned in 2007 located in central
Mediterranean coastal region, initially produced 30 mcm/yr, but in 2009-10 was
expanded to provide 45 mcm. Then in 2013, the plant capacity was expanded again up to
90 mcm. Notably this is the only plant with a BOO (Build-Operate-Own) agreement,
meaning that it will not transfer to Israeli ownership at the end of the agreement period.
The expansions took place swiftly (in approximately 18 months) and on the original
footprint of the plant (Hermony et al. 2015).
The third and fourth plants have been hailed as overwhelming successes proving
the model. Hadera, has been in production since December 2009, was also a BOT
agreement with the Israel Water Authority. Its original capacity was 100 mcm/yr but was
expanded to 127 mcm/yr during its first year of operation. Then the capacity ballooned
to 146 mcm in order to meet demand during a drought period (Faigon et al. 2013). Sorek,
began operating in August 2013 and produces 150 mcm/yr, and was the largest SWRO
plant in the world when it opened (Faigon 2016).
The fifth plant, however, has faced considerable problems. Mekorot wanted to
get into the desalination business, and was therefore granted the contract to build this 100
mcm plant without competitive bidding. (Mekorot owns and operates the smaller
desalination plant in the southern city of Eilat, commissioned in June 1997, but has no
desalination experience along the Mediterranean.) The financial closing was set for
September 2011 with an anticipated operation date of September 2013 (Desalination +
Water Reuse 2011). This date of operation was pushed back multiple times, with it
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finally opening in 2016 (Bar-Eli and Rochvarger 2017). In the midst of this operational
failure, the company amassed 1.2 billion shekels ($330 million USD) in debt. Because
the company was unable to meet its repayment schedule, the company wrote off the
entire shareholder equity (400 million shekels), at the expense of taxpayers and Mekorot
is now trying to sell off the plant. Because Mekorot couldn’t meet the expected capacity,
it faced government penalties, further damaging its balance sheet. The experience of this
plant highlights the risks to taxpayers in case of plant failure; ratepayers don’t receive
contracted amount of water, but must ultimately bail out the developer.

Emergence of the BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) Model
In order to accomplish the goals recognized by the government in the Magen
Report, the newly constituted Israel Water Authority, released tenders for desalination
built on the predominant model for desalination in Israel is through a Build-OperateTransfer arrangement, sometimes called a BOOT or Built-Own-Operate-Transfer
agreement. This means that a private entity developer first builds, finances, and
constructs a desalination plant. Then the corporation maintains and supervises operations
of the plant for a specified number of years (usually 15-25 years), and then transfers
ownership and operations to the client or “offtaker,” the entity (municipality or national
water authority) that contractually commits to buy the water under a take-or-pay
commitment (Lokiec and Kronenberg 2003). This arrangement is usually part of a P3 or
public-private partnership scheme. The details of this agreement is spelled out in a Water
Purchase Agreement (WPA) that, in addition to the scheme described, above also
allocates the risks involved. This WPA is crucial because as long as it is binding and
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well-defined, and the off-taker is bankable, then the developer is able to seek proper
financing for the project. The WPA also details output specifications such as the desired
quality and quantity, including the daily/monthly/yearly quantities of water and the
specifications of that water, performance rewards or payments for providing the water at
the specified quantities/qualities, and whole life costing, which is the technical term for
the sunk costs owed to the developer whether or not they provide water.
The offtaker is responsible for paying for the fixed components of the project,
even if water is not requested. In the case of Israel, the offtaker is the Israeli Water
Authority, a branch of the national government and therefore all costs levied by the IWA
are borne by the public ratepayers. In terms of risk allocation, this means that all demand
risk, the risks that exist due to changing weather patterns or inter-annual variability are
borne by the ratepayers. Additionally, since the WPA is a long-term agreement
specifying water prices over at least a 25-year period, developers demand that prices are
indexed and available for periodic review due to the unexpected macroeconomic changes
such as inflation and cost of electricity inputs (structure of the deal outlined in personal
communication of IDE professionals 2015, and participation in subsequent IDE webinars
hosted by DesalData).
This model is described as a win-win for all the participants. For the developer,
costs and risks, including force majeur, are borne by the off-taker. For the investor, they
have to interact with a private corporation and not the bureaucracies of a government
entity. Finally, for the offtaker, the public buyer of desalinated water, this arrangement
provides cover. What I mean by this is that any governmental office directly overseen by
a democratically-elected body would be held accountable to them. In this case, the Israel
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Water Authority and its subsidiary Israel Desalination Authority devised to deal
exclusively with its desalination contracts, can claim that this private corporation has
trade secrets at stake and are able to shield information from the public. This serves the
IWA because it can make the credible case that it reveals all it can to the public, thereby
ensuring that the information in the public sphere remains mostly positive.
This process has some additional unintended consequences. First, because
desalination is managed by the WPA spelling out the relationship between the developer
and the offtaker, there is a codification of the water sector during the 25 years. Indeed,
some aspects of the plant can be renegotiated, but if there are new discoveries, such as
health impacts of using desalinated water, which may include a reopening of the WPA,
then penalties will be assessed to the offtaker if they make stricter demands on the
developer about the quality parameters of the water released. This concept is called
“epistemic lock-in” by Bruce and Spinardi (2018) who argue that ecomodernism cannot
accomplish its environmental goals because large infrastructure is prone to these path
dependencies. The Israeli case adds to this argument because it actually codifies, through
these WPA’s the inability to make a change. Teschner, Garb, and Paavola (2013) made
the opposite argument about how advances in desalination technology became the
impetus for political change. However, once desalination technologies are implemented
using the BOT structure and a rigid WPA, path dependencies tend to lock-in modes of
operation.
Some other features of the plant contribute to path dependency. Desalination’s
energy requirements are tremendous and are usually considered the major barrier to
building desalination. For reverse osmosis plants, energy costs are 40% of the ongoing
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maintenance costs of the plant (Cooley et al 2006). It is therefore critical that energy
sources be determined as part of the WPA. Creative solutions are encouraged to bring
down the costs of water, including building dedicated power plants to serve the
desalination structure. In Israel, like many developed countries, electricity prices shift
from peak and non-peak and shoulder tariff hours, so in the case of the Sorek desalination
plant, an independent power plant (IPP) was built to provide electricity at a lower price
than the grid. The IPP supplies power when electricity is cheap and supplies the grid
when it is expensive, supplementing the desalination plant’s cost. This creates some risks
for the project, especially in the case when the power plant is idle and the plant needs to
be larger than the required contractual capacity as production is not constant. This
variable operation regime is built into every part of the desalination process so that
desalination is embedded in the national power grid dynamics, making it an essential part
of both water and energy provisioning in the country.

Figure 10: Schematic of Powerplant and Desalination Plant Integration. Note that an
Independent Power Plant (IPP) serves a Desalination plant when rates are cheaper and
powers the grid during more expensive times. From IDE webinar, March 2016.
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Second, the risk allocation must be acceptable to all parties, but that doesn’t
stipulate that risks are split evenly. The offtaker assumes the largest and most
unpredictable risks including force majeur risks, which are risks based in unforeseeable
circumstances that prevent the developer from fulfilling on the contract. In the Israel
case, one must mention that these include regional political instability and the very real
risk of terrorism, bombing, or other physical interruption of the plant due to warfare and
political violence.
Given the costs and risks involved, one would assume that the public would
demand to know a full accounting. After all, they see the shifting costs of water in their
bills. But every WPA that the Israeli Water Authority has signed with a private entity is
sealed and protected from the public as a trade secret. The public willingly accepts that
they must pay for desalinated water in times of drought as an emergency measure. But it
is not widely understood that costs for desalination are still paid by the ratepayer even
when the plants do not provide any water to the system. In the case of the Ashkelon
desalination plant, there is a fixed price paid bimonthly and a higher variable price is a
function of actual water delivery. In Ashkelon, the price is $0.52/cm, one of the lowest
prices for desalted water in the world (Dreizin 2006; Chowdhury and Chen 2010,
personal communication 2015). Agricultural Economics Professor at Hebrew University,
Yoav Kislev, filed a Freedom of Information Act request to the Water Authority in May
2011 to reveal this sunk cost number. He believes that the public, through the principle
of transparency, deserves the right know the total costs involved in a desalination
strategy. In a followup letter to his FOI request, Kislev wrote that “On the phone I was
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asked, “Why do I ask for the information?” They say they'll get back to me. But they did
not get back. I applied according to the Freedom of Information Law.” And then he
quotes from the law: "Every Israeli citizen or resident has the right to receive information
from a public authority, in accordance with the provisions of this law" (Freedom of
Information).” After paying the requisite fee of 90 NIS (shekels, approximately $25US)
the applicant should hear a response within 30 days, unless there are special difficulties.
As of today, he has yet to receive a response. When asked why he doesn't sue the IWA in
order to force compliance with the FOI Act, he mysteriously demured. "I think I have all
the information I need."

A New Reality Emerges
However, after these turbulent years for administrative reconfigurations,
recriminations, and reflections, a new reality has emerged. The former head of the Water
Authority was quoted as saying in 2011 that Israel was already overcoming “the critical
water shortages” it had been facing. Despite comments by other officials that “the
hydrological crisis that the State of Israel has been in over the past years is far from over.
The country’s citizens must still continue to conserve”, the headlines of the paper read
“The Departing Director of the Water Authority: Israel’s Water Crisis is Over”. In the
same vein, in 2013, Uzi Landau, then serving as Minister of National Infrastructures,
which oversees the Water Authority, stated in an interview, “Today, it can be claimed
with confidence that the water crisis is behind us”. He said that a combination of both
additional supplies from desalination and reduced demand due to campaigns and pricing
had achieved “stability” in the water sector. According to one observer, by 2013 the
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Israeli government had declared “water independence from weather” (quotes from Katz
2016). I was told directly from many in positions of authority that the amount of water
available in Israel was no longer dependent on the rain but was only a matter of
investment (Personal communication, President of the Israel Water Association 2015,
Head of Desalination at the Israel Water Authority 2014, 2015, Former Water
Commissioner, 2015). When Avraham Tenne, the Head of Desalination for the Israel
Water Authority, was asked about what Israel would do when demand eventually rose,
his response, “We will build another desalination plant.” And when inquiring about the
long-term policy, he responded, “We’ll always have room for another plant.” The public
appears to hear the message that there is no longer a water shortage in the country. Katz
(2016) reports that nearly half of Israelis reached for his random survey believed that the
country used to have water scarcity, but today no longer does.
But this widespread consensus about the value of desalination is not permanent
but is flimsy and requires bolstering, exemplified by Seth Siegel’s new book Let There
Be Water: Israel’s Solution to a Water-Starved World. The book is a review of the
multi-pronged approach to water management starting to be known as the Israel Model.
It emphasizes the use of modern technologies, technocratic governance, private
investment, efficiency-based pricing and allocation, coupled with a concern for
ecological health. Siegel devotes a chapter to the Israel desalination experience, in which
he describes the history of Israel’s experimentation with freeze technologies and the
individuals behind Israeli technological innovation. Without using the theoretical
language, he attributes much of Israeli achievement to embracing ecological modernist
ideas.
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Piled on to these near-mythical benefits that layer the story of new water politics
of Israel, are the geopolitical benefits that underlie nearly all domestic decisionmaking
and for many Israelis are the piece de resistance in their support for desalination. There
are two seemingly-opposing geopolitical doors that are both opened by desalination. On
the one hand, there are those that see desalination as the enabler for Israel’s selfsufficiency. Ilan Cohen, the director general of the Prime Minister’s Office under Sharon
and Olmert is quoted for having said, “Desalination means you don’t have to rely on
anyone…. It lets us control our destiny… something especially important… for us for as
long as we are surrounded by enemies.” (quoted in Siegel, page 124). Desalination
enables healthy isolation. On the other hand, there are hopes that alleviating Israel’s
water scarcity means that it can offer water to its neighbors in order to secure peaceful
relations. Many scholars anticipate water being a useful tool in future peace talks now
that Israel has comfortable reserves (Aviram et al 2014). It is not clear whether
desalination will enable Israel’s isolation or will enable fruitful relationships, but in either
scenario, Israel will see it as preferable to have ample water supplies.
In the case of desalination in Israel, the ideology of Ecological Modernism did
more than just captivate individuals to reorganize the water sector. It empowered those
people into a kind of “soft power” that allows people to shape institutions, which then
shape path dependencies of both actual infrastructure and world of acceptable choices.
Power that can be exerted in “what did not happen” meaning that one cannot solely detect
the exercise of power in actions that are advanced (See Menga 2016). Power can also be
exercised by the foreclosing of alternatives and building walls around policy and public
futures. The period of history described above is a transition period where those walls
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come up, blocking out a non-EM future and depict the institutional structures that hold it
all in place.
As this soft power is wielded and institutionalized it bolsters the state that
established it. Alatout (2008) discusses the consolidation of Israeli state power through
its water policies stretching back to the 1950s. He argues that, “…celebrating Israeli
water policymaking does not stem from the uniqueness of water as a strategic site for
ordering and defining the Israeli polity. Rather, it stems from what is perceived to be the
unique efficiency with which water policies are implemented” (Alatout 2008, 41). These
are described as “heroic efficiencies”. In the depiction of Israel’s implementation of
desalination, too, the swift efficiency of the plants serve the same purpose - to sustain the
state building process. EM offers little specific guidance for the role of the state, leaving
some leeway for individual EM models to appear. In this case, even as the official
channels of political power write themselves out of command over the water sector and
delegate it to a de-politicized side organization, they reinforce their own wise
decisionmaking and reify the state’s control over water resources.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion: What lessons can be learned from Israeli desalination?
This dissertation examined a technology growing in popularity to augment water
supplies – seawater reverse osmosis desalination (SWRO). SWRO allows a country to
remove water from the seemingly boundless sea and transform it to be useful on land.
The technology offers the hope that water demand can be satisfied while leaving natural
terrestrial waterbodies untouched. The ecomodern dream of desalination seeks a
consensus-based institutional response to environmental challenges, in the hopes that it
can create win-win outcomes for the places that embrace it. This dissertation takes up the
case of Israel’s experience implementing desalination to determine if ecomodernism
works in practice. Using theoretical insights from political ecology, science and
technology studies, and political geography, this dissertation examined the history of
desalination in Israel and concluded that although it does successfully augment supplies,
it does so by pushing other priorities out of the way.
In chapter three, this dissertation chronicled how Israel adopted the core tenants
of the ecomodernist approach in order to build large scale desalination plants to insulate
itself from the swings of inter-annual precipitation variability and geopolitical instability.
Chapter three traced a synthetic history of water infrastructure in Israel uncovering a
dynamic process of becoming an EM state, despite its socialist, Zionist ideological
beginnings. This chapter chronicled the early years of Israeli water infrastructure guided
by a commitment to settle the land, choosing interbasin transfer to irrigate arid regions,
privileging agriculture over other water users. Over time, the country incorporated
wastewater treatment and efficient agriculture. Today, the ideological commitments of
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the past have been cast aside for a new dogma – rational efficiency, a principle that
creates new sets of winners and losers in the water sector.
Chapter four of this dissertation addressed a promise of ecomodernism, that
technology can be used to protect natural resources, specifically by intensifying the use of
resources in one place and to allow rewilding elsewhere. This chapter asked why
environmental organizations became supporters of desalination in Israel, when
environmental organizations around the globe often hold mixed or negative views of it.
The chapter explained that Israel’s ENGOs subscribe to the “substitution effect,”
believing that natural terrestrial waters can be protected by Israel’s reliance on
desalination. However, this dissertation documented limited evidence that more water
had been allocated to nature because of desalination. In fact, since desalination has been
implemented, Israeli drought has stressed important waterbodies. This dissertation raised
the question whether environmental concerns can ever trump geopolitical interests.
Finally, this dissertation took up the question of politics, or lack thereof, inherent
in an EM system. How did Israel transform its water sector into a depoliticized, and
seemingly effective, branch of the government and what sorts of tradeoffs did Israelis
accept to achieve this? This chapter addressed the mechanics of establishing the Israeli
Water Authority, how “professionals” became the desired water managers, and how
desalination serves to strengthen the state. Desalination demands private investment and
therefore Israel, a country whose basic law declares that all waters “are owned by the
public” managed to create institutions to foster private industry and investment. This
chapter details a technological artifact – the desalination plant - behaving as an actant, or
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responsible for promoting particular behaviors. Desalination solidified the transition
toward an EM system that privileges secrecy and cannot be held to account by the public.
The public acceptance and support for desalination is high in Israel and has
reached consensus levels. Without purposeful polling, I couldn’t say with scientific
precision, but the overwhelming belief among residents in the country is that desalination
protects the country from the stress of climate change and Israel’s precarious
relationships with its neighbors. The politics of consent have maintained a high level of
support among those at the elite levels of government and among people on the street.
There are no protest movement publicly demonstrating against desalination and
environmental organizations focus their attention on other ecological issues. The
discourse of desalination depicting it as a win-win strategy is dominant in Israel. The
ecomodernists have won over hearts and minds in this sector. But this level of support
requires ongoing maintenance and the Israel Water Authority will continue to promote its
successes in order to stay popular. Without increases in transparency, it will be hard to
know what actually occurs in this powerful sector. The newest Israeli Master Plan –
2050 calls for the Israel Water Authority to take on more regulatory power. Since it is
viewed as so uniquely effective, I foresee the IWA taking on more responsibilities over
time.
Relatedly, many of the officials who I interviewed cited the absence of politics as
one of the most important aspects of the desalination enterprise. From members of
Knesset to environmentalists to economists and bureaucratic officials, there is widespread
agreement that in the past, when Knesset used water policy as something on which to
bargain and posture, pontificate and scheme, the water system was weaker and less
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carefully managed. Today many believe that it was due to the removal of water from the
hands of the politicized Knesset that has reenergized the water sector and allowed it to
make bold and necessary investments in infrastructure. (Aside: in areas where the water
sector continues to fail, such as in talks with the Palestinian Authority, it is often noted
that politics stand in the way of a purposeful agreement. Politics is blamed as the barrier
to successful water management, rather than viewing politics as the avenue for diverse
voices to emerge.)
Questions remain about what these trends mean for the long-term future of the
Israeli water sector and what other places will learn from Israel after studying its
desalination projects. It is possible that other localities will look to the Israel model of
water sector de-politicization as a precondition for their desalination dreams? As long as
the story of institutional change is told alongside the technological change, it is likely that
other places will transform their sectors accordingly.
While some ecological impacts of desalination are well understood, the overall
sustainability of desalination is debatable and that lack of decisive information makes
prudent planning a challenge. Also there is no commonly accepted understanding of
whether desalination stands on the positive or negative side of environmental equation.
In some places, desalination is understood to be a detrimental, but necessary, part of the
human-nature relationship. In other places, like Israel, desalination is understood as a
nature-enhancer, with the capacity to spur the rewilding of natural places. If the goal is to
promote an ecomodernist agenda that takes ecological impacts seriously, then the
substitution effect cannot be assumed. Instead desalination can be a more ecologically-
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sensitive option if desalinated water is statutorily linked to protecting water allocations to
nature.
Ultimately, Israel must contend with its pursuit of satisfying growing demands in
a place where natural resources are already overtaxed. For the time being, it has found
that augmenting supplies through desalination (embedded in a larger project of
wastewater reuse, heavy monitoring of pipe waste, and increasing efficiency in irrigation)
has stabilized the country and allowed supply to catch up with demand. But as the
country grows, the sector reaches the maximum amount of waste that can be reused, and
maxes out its agricultural efficiencies, Israel will be left with few options.
I asked a senior official at the IWA what will happen when the country grows and
runs out of water again. “We’ll build another desalination plant. We’re good at that.” I
don’t know if this constitutes a stable long-term plan for the country, but he was satisfied
with that strategy.
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